
Chapter 7

The Direction of the Tieatment

and the Principles of lts Pouer

OvnRl' tnw

The present essay, edited 14 months after "The Agency of the
l,etter in the Unconscious" (Chapter 5), was composed as a re-
port to be del ivered at an international sy'mposium sponsored
lry the Sociitifrangaise de psychanaQse (Royaumont, July 1958). In
its own right a self-contained text, i t  may be presumed to con-
t inue the l ine of thought already evident in the previous essay.
It  unquestionably crystal l izes many of the themes that Lacan
was discussing in his seminars at that t ime.

In question is the nature of psychoanalysis as a treatment
process or, more specifically, what path is to be followed in the
development of the treatment and how. The first part of the
question f inds i ts response in the notion of "direct ion," where
what is at stake is obviously not the "direction" of the patrcnt in
the sense of "guidance," " instruct ion" or "control" by the analyst
(1977 , p. 227 1586) but rather the direction of the treatment,
where the issue is the sequence or emphasis to be given to the
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various elements found within i t :  interpretat ion, trarrsl i ' r ' ( ' r)( ' ( ' ,
and the rectification of the subject's relationship to the rca.l ( 1977 ,
p. 237 /598). As to the hou of the process, this is addresscd unclt:r'
the guise of the "principles of its power." Freud himself'believcrl
that the principle of his power lay in the transference (1977, p.
2261585), but the reserves with which this is to be understood
are subject to discussion in this essay.

I
Who analtses todal?

The word "today" in the heading of this first section sug-
gests that we are in for a polemic against certain contemporary
conceptions of the analytic process that are foreign to Lacan's
own. Thus the opening paragraph strikes a subtly derisive tone
toward certain themes popularized chiefly in La Psltchanalyse
d'aullsvvcl'hui. These themes include the stress on the importance
of the analyst 's person (197 7, pp. 226,228/585,587), and hence
the rolc ol 'countertransference in the treatment (1977 , pp. 226,
2291585, 589); the insistence that the heart of the treatment is
an "emotional re-education of the patient" (1977 , p. 2261585);
the focus on the fact that the analytic situation involves "two
persons" (1977 , p. 22B15BB); the emphasis on the treatment's
proceeding "from within," etc. (1977, p.229/5BB). But the cen-
tral difficulty that Lacan finds fault with, permeating in one way
or another all of these themes, seems to be the conception of the
ego as an agency of adaptation both in the patient and in the an-
alyst, with any interaction between them to be understood in
these terms. F{ence, the question "Who analyses today?" is by
implication a question about the nature and function of the ana-
lyst-for that matter, of psychoanalysis itself.

Lacan's approach to the problem is hardly direct. He be-
gins by referring to the notion of "direction" that is the theme of
the entire essay. Granted that the direction in question is not of
the patient but of the treatment, who, then, supplies it? The an-
alyst, of course, but hou? The analyst's first task is to make the
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rr l r ; r ' r  t  l r lkrw t l r t ' i r r r i r ly t i t ' ru lc (1977, p. '2271586).  The analyst
r l r r rs strrr ' ts  l ry instruct ins the pat ient  up to the l imi ts of  h is own
r1,, ' r  l r ; r l )s ( l t : l i r : icnt)  understanding of  the rule.  Given the di f fer-

'n( ( 's ;urr()nq analysts even on this level,  i t  is clear that "from the
rrr i t i ; r l  r l i rect ives on, the problem of direct ion cannot be formu-
l.rrt ' r f  in an univocal communication" (1977, p. 227/586).

llut the analyst's involvement goes deeper than the level of
rr( ' r ' ( '  instruct ion, and this is not without cost to himself.  He
rrrrrst pay, for example, "with words," i . . . ,  " i f  the transmutation
rlr;rt they undergo from the analytic operation raises them to the
l,'vt:l of interpretation" (1977 , p. 2271587). He must pay, roo,
"with his person" to the extent that he lends his whole person "as
;r support for the singular phenomen[on] that analysis has dis-
, overed in the transference" (1977 , p. 2271587). Finally, h.
rrrust pay with his very being, for if his analytic action "goes to
the heart of being" ir his patient, how can he expect "to remain
:rlone outside the field of play" (1977, pp. 227-228/587)? Such
talk about being sounds terribly metaphysical, of course, but it
is only on the level of being that we can make sense out of such
claims as that the "analyst cures not so much by what he says
:rnd does as by what he is" (1977, p.22Bl5S7). What about the
being of the analyst, then?

At this point, Lacan wastes no time with metaphysics but
addresses the question of the analyst's being in terms of how the
analyst conceives his function to be his "own oracle," "master" of
his own ship, i.e., "free in the timing, frequency and choice of

[his] interventions, to the point that it seems that the [analytic]
rule has been arranged entirely so as not to impede in any way

[his] own freedom of movement" (1977, p. 228/5BB). Freedom
of movement, however, to do precisely what? The answer to
this question depends on how each analyst understands the role
of transference in the analytic venture.

The fact is that every analyst, no matter how questionable
his manner of procedure may be, "experiences the transference
in wonder at the least expected effect of a relationship between
two people that seems like any other" (1977, p. 229l5BB). The
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whole issue of how the analyst fulf i l ls his lunction ("wlro" i t  is,
then, that "analyses today") turns on how he deals with tht '  plrt ' -
nomenon of transference.

One way to deal with transference is for the analyst to t:x-
perience it as the alienation of his own freedom "by the duplic'a-
t ion to which [his]  person is subject  in i t "  (1977, p.22B15BB).  H, '
experiences this duplication as an intrusion upon himself inso-
far as his freedom is perceived as residing in the other of the
transference. This third dimension, however, does not prevent
people from believing that psychoanalysis is a situation involv-
ing two persons, one of whom see s his task to be the "training ol'
the'weak'ego, by an ego that [he] is pleased to bel ieve is capa-
ble, on account of its 'strength,' of carrying out such a project"
(1977 , p. 229l5BB). The assumption is, of course, that the ego's
weakness or strength is measured by its ability to serve as the
agency by which the subject adapts to reality, and that reality,
i .e.,  his own relat ion to real i ty, is clearly discernible by the ana-
lyst. This "relation to reality Iin the analyst] goes without say-
i .d ' (1977, p.2301590).  I t  is  t ransmit ted to him by the educa-
tional process of his training analysis and imposed by him in
turn on the analysand with all the authoritarianism of an educa-
tor, despite the experience of his own analysis which should
have made him know better. In this context, one can appreciate
the appeal of the notion of the "autonomous ego," developed
particularly by American psychology as a "standard of the meas-

ure of the real" (1977 , pp. 230-231/590). Be this as it rnay, La-
can dismisses this "American" tradition of ego psychology with
bemuseC disdain: "[this] does not solve the problem of the ana-
lyst's being. A team of egos no doubt less equal than autonomous
. . . is offered to the Americans to guide them towards happiness,
without upsetting the auionomies, egoistical or otherwise, that
pave with their non-conflictual spheres the American walt of get-
t ing ther."  (1977, p.  231l591).

But this is only one way for the analyst to deal with the
transference. There are others. One of these would be simply to
deal with transference as resistance. In this case. the analvsis of
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r, 's ist ;urr  t '  \ \ ' ( )u l r l  l r r rvt '  to l r t '  t lonc vcry caut iously-  the analyst
' \ \  (  )u l r l  l r ,k twict '  l r t ' l i r r t '  hazarding an interpretat ion" ( I977 ,  p.
. ' ' l l l l t1:) l ) .  Anothcr way would be to examine and interpret  the
tr  ; r  r rs l i ' r ' t 'n( ' ( '  as such, but then how would such an interpretat ion
lrc rt '<' t ' ivcrl  by the anaiysand? "IT]his interpretat ion. .  .  wi l l  be
r, 'rcivccl as coming from the person that the transference im-

lrrr tcs him to be."  Of course, th is second level  of  t ransference,
I,r ,  could be interpreted, but "the analyst 's words wil l  st i l l  be
lrt ' rrrd as coming from the Other of the transference, [and] the
. 'rn( ' fperce of the subject from the transference is thus post-

lroned ad inf initu-" (1977,, p. 231/591).
None of these solut ions to the problem of transference is

s:rtisfactory for Lacan, however, and it is to bring out the unsat-
islactoriness of them that he poses at the end of this section the
tl trest ions that in effect summarize the whole: "Who is the ana-
lvst? He who interprets, prof i t ing from the transference? He
who analyses i t  as resistance? Or he who imposes his idea of re-
;r l i ty?" (1977, p. 2321592). We are left  expecrins rhe answer:
"None of the above."

What we have seen so far in this section is largely negative.
Is there nothing posit ive, no indication of how the analyst should

lrroceed in the analyt ic si tuation, trans{'erence and al l? As a
rnatter of fact, Lacan does propose one way of' conceiving the

I)rocess which is no more than suggested here and will be elabo-
rated elsewhere. The matter arises in his discussion of the role
of countertransference in the process. He speaks rather dispar-
itgingly of those who throw their feelings, "which they class
under the heading of their counter-transference, Ion] one side of
the scales, thus balancing the transference i tself  with their own
rveight" (1977, p. 229/5Bg). This, Lacan ciaims, indicates "a
f 'ai lure to conceive the true nature of the transference" (1977, p.
'229 /589) .

Lacan then changes the metaphor and continues: "()ne
r:annot regard the phantasies that thc analysand imposes on the
person of the analyst in the same way as a perf'ect card player
might guess his opponent 's intent ions" (1977 ,  p.229/5Bg).  Rath-
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er,  by his del iberate reserve ( . .g. ,  " impassive fhct : , "  "sc:r l r ' { l  l i1 ls,"
etc.),  the analyst brings "to his aid what in bridge is cal lccl tht '
dummy (le mort), but he is doing so in order to introducer tht'
fourth player who is to be the partner of the analysand hert',
and whose hand the analyst, by his tactics, will try to exposc"
(1977, p.229l5\g).  Here the dummy, i .e. ,  the analyst 's manner
of'austere reserve, enters the game as the analyst's ally - its task
being to help the analyst uncover the hand of the fourth player,
i .e.,  the analysand's partner-presumably his unconscious.

Lacan now pursues this metaphor in a way that makes
sense if we view the game as in progress, where each player has
an opportunity to take the lead and play to the dummy. We
could deduce the way the analyst is playing "according to wheth-
er he places himself 'on the right' or 'on the left' of the patient,
that is to say, in a position to play after or before the fourth
player, that is to say, to play. . . before or after the player with
the dum-y" (1977, pp. 229-230/589). The dummy enables the
transfbrence to take place, to have a place in this four-sided
structure, and the paticnt's unconscious (the fourth player) will
at times take the lead and play to the dummy. Where the ana-
lyst places himself makes a difference in terms of who takes the
lead and whose hand he will force. The essential seems to be
that the dummy in analysis plays an important function as an
ally of the therapist in helping the unconscious of the patient to
reveal its hand. At any rate , this much is certain: the feelings of
the analyst have a part in this game only as part of the dummy
that he plays (1977 ,  p.  230/589).

I I
What is the place of interpretation?

Given the importance of transference in analytic treatment
(and we shal l  return to the matter below), what place does inter-
prctat ion have in the process? Aty answer to such a question
clcpends, of course, on how one understands the term, and the
wariness of contemporary psychoanalyt ic writers in using the
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r . r  r f  r  srrr t r t t 's ts l l r t ' i t '  r r t t t ' i rs i t r t 'ss in r l t :a l ing wi th i t  (1977, p. '23'2/
)(  12 ) .

' l ' l r t '  l i rct is thart interpretat ion seems to involve a "transmu-
t ; r t ior)"  in thc subject  that  is  somehow uncovered by the inter-

l r r t ' t i t t i r rn (  1977, p.  233/593).  This is understandable,  however,
, ' rr lv i f 'we recognize the radical importance of the signif ier in
l , ,r ' i r l iz ine "analyt ic truth" for the subject.

For interpretat ion does not consist in just any wild attr ibu-
l ion ol 'sienif icat ion to phenomena, as i f  i t  were "a sort of phlogis-
t()n: mani{ 'est in everything that is understood r ightly or wrong-
lr-" (1977 , p. 2331593)-"signif icat ion no more emanates from
li l i '  than [the] phlogiston in combustion escapes from bodies"
(1\)77, p.23+/594).  Rather,  in interpretat ion the s igni f icat ion of
;r series ( i . . . ,  "diachro.ty") of "unconscious repeti t ions" is deciph-
t 'rerd inasmuch as a given constel lat ion ( i .e.,  "synchrony") of
siqnif iers permits the "missing element" in that series to appear,
lhus making translat ion possible. This happens through the
lunction of the Other in the process, " i t  being in relat ion to that
()ther that the missing element appears" (7977, p. 233/593).
' l 'his Other, of course, we take to be the unconscious, inasmuch
irs it "is structured in the most radical way like a lan.quage" ( 1977 ,
p. 234159+)- a structure synonymous with the symbolic order
that "pre-exists the infanti le subject" and to which this subject is
introduced in the experience described by Freud in ternrs of
I,-ort.t Da.t In any case, it is in this fashion that "the signifier ef-
I 'ects the advent of the signif ied, which is the only conceivable
way that interpretat ion can produce anythine new" (1977, p.
'2331594).

As to rules of interpretat ion, they can indeed be lbrmu-
lated, though this is not the place to formulate them. Let i t  suf-
fice to say that the index of a correct interpretation is not ac-
knowledgment by the patient (for, as Freud pointed out, denial,
too, is a "form of avowal") but rather "the material that wi l l
emerge as a resul t  of  the interpretat ion" (1977, p.  23+159+).

More important here, perhaps, is Freud's example in using
it, since his manner of proceeding is far different from that of
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contemporary analysts.  The lat ter  are caught in an i r r i t i : r l  t i r r r i r l -
i ty that soes along with their conception of the ir  rok: as t 'nr{ irr{t ' r l
in a dual relat ionship with the patient 's ego. For them, then, t l r t .
development of transference offers a sense of'"security" that pt.r'-
mits them to use interpretat ion in order to reduce the transl i ' r-
ence (by u kind of "working through") as a way of helpine tht '
pat ient  deal  wi th his relat ion to the "real  (1977, p.2351596).
Freud, however, fol lowing an " inverse order," "begins by intro-
ducing the patient to an init ial  mapping of his posit ion in thc
real"  (1977, p.2361596).  H. then proceeds to the development
o{' the transfbrence - in which he recognized the "principle of his
power" (1977, p.  2361597)-and f inal ly to interpretat ion (1977,
p. 237 /598). ,

Freud's conception of interpretat ion is a bold one. When
we see, for example, how his notion of "drive" (Trieb) as distinct
I iom "inst inct" implies "the advent of a signif ier" (I977, p. 2361
597), i t  is clear that in his conception of interpretat ion Freud
recosnizes, however implici t ly, the function of the symbolic or-
der. Hence, lar more is involved for him than a "dual relat ion"
between the analyst 's ego and the patient 's ego-operative, too,
is the whole dimension of the Other, the role of the "absolute
Father" (1977, p.  237/598).

Lacan concludes this section by offering a clinical vienette
that suggests how his understanding of interpretation differs from
that of the so-called "id" psychologists (..g. , Melitta Schmide-
berg) on the one hand, and the so-called ".go" psychologists
(..S., Ernst Kris) on the other. The case is that of an inhibited
intellectual unable to bring his research to a finish because of a
compulsion to plagiarize (197 7 , p. 2381599). Schmideberg
(1934) allegedly sees the unconscious conflict in straightforward
fashion as the perdurance of an "infantile delinquency" (he had
stolen sweets and books): hence she focuses on the role of the
" i (1."  Kr is (1951),  takins over the case, resorts to the tools of
"1;ss" psychology and approaches the problem in terms c-rf de-
Ii:nse mechanisms. In other words, the patient has a drive that
is manifest in an attraction to others' ideas but defends himself
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, rq:r i t rst  l l t t ' r l r iv t ' l rv t l r i r rk inr{  o l 'h i rnscl l 'as a plagiar ist  lest  in I 'act
l r t '  l r t '< ' r ) rn( '  orr t ' .  ' l 'hc insuf l ic iency of 'such an interpretat ion,  vc-
, onl ir tr{ to Lzrcan, appears in the patient 's act ing out a reject ion
,,1'  i t  l ty associat ing to his own search for his "favourite dish,

l l i 'cshl  brains" (1977, p.  239/599).
For Lacan, "it is not his defence against the idea of stealing

that makes him believe that he steals. It 's having an idea of his
()wn that never occurs to him" (1977, p.239/600).  Hence, the
irlea of being a plagiarist is not a defense mechanism against a
rlrive but rather a metonymy for his desire that is diverted
through an entire metonymic chain. The food fantasy (search
lbr fresh brains), then, suggests that the appropriate diagnosis
here is not "obsessional neurosis" but rather a kind of "anorexia
tnentale" (1977 , p. 2+01601).

I I I
Wltere lmue ue got zaith the transference.)

But the issue of transference is far from exhausted, and La-
can returns to it again, taking as his starting point the work of
Daniel Lagache, who has made a serious effort to study system-
atically this notion in Freud. Precisely by his effort at systemati-
zatron, Lagache's work has highlighted the incompleteness of
most current discussions of the notion, particularly the extent to
which the very loose signification of the term in popular usage,
i .e.,  as "the posit ive or negative feel ings that the patienthas for
his analyst" (1977, p. 2411602), has permeated serious psycho-
analytic discussion. All of this leaves many subtle issues unre-
solved, probably because "at each of the stages at which an at-
tempt has been made to revise the problems of the transference,
the technical divergences that made such a revision a matter of
urgency have left no place for a true critique of the notion itself"
(1977, p.2+l /603).  I t  is  perhaps worthwhi le to examine some of
these theories precisely to see not only their incompleteness but
their noncomplementarity, and thus to be able to understand
better that "they suffer from a central defect" (1977 , p.2421603).
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The f irst of these incomplete, "part ial" thcorics to lx. ( .()1-
sidered Lacan cal ls "geneticism." We take him to mcan thirt  <'srr-
ception of transference that is based on the tendency "tg qreulrl
analytic phenomena in the [psychosexual] developmental sraq(.s
that concern rhem" (1977, p.2+2/603). Such a rheory is basc<l
on the assumption of a correlation between physiological devcl-
opment and the emergence of psychological drives. Moreover,
given Freud's hypothesis of an unconscious dimension of tht.
ego, this theory postulates that in the ego's unconscious, de-
fenses r.r'ay be erected against the exigencies of these drives.
Hence these defense mechanisms may "reveal a comparable law
of appearance" (1977, p. 2+2/603)-an "order of formal emer-
gences" (1977, p. 243/605)-proper to the drives themselves.
Such, at least, was Anna Freud's hypothesis in The Ego and the
Mechanisms of Defense (1936), stimulated by, and finding some
confirmation in, her work with children.

This perspective might have become fruitful if it had been
focused on "the relations between development and the obvious-
ly more complcx structures that Freud introduced into psychol-
ogy" (1977, p.242/60+). Unfortunately, in practice i t  sett led for
a facile psychobiological concordism and a technique that con-
tented itself with seeking to differentiate an earlier (.non-con-
temporaneous") pattern as measured by its departure from a
contemporary pattern that "finds in its conformism the guaran-
tees of irs conformity" (1977 , p. 243/604).

The second of these incor.nplete, "partial" theories of trans-
ference to be considered is that which proceeds from the theory
of object relations that has its origin in the work of Karl Abra-
ham (1908), who added to Freud's stages of early libidinal de-
velopment (oral, anal, phallic, genital) more precise subdivi-
sions, based not only on the sexual aims ( i . . . ,  act ions) of a drive
but on its sexual objects. For Abraham, the subject's relation to
his sexual objects is marked by corresponding stages of ,,love,'

ranging from "auto-erotism" in the earlier oral stage to full ,,ob-

.ject-love" in the final genital stage. In the genital phase, the sub-
ject ideally overcomes all traces of earlier stages, resolves the
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(  ) r ' t  l iptrs , r t t t l  c i ts l t ' ; r ( iot t  t 'otnlr lcxcs,  and tra.nsl 'ers the fbel ings of
, r l lc t  t iot t  ot '  l rost i l i ty  whir :h hc entertains toward his pat ients on-
to t l r t '  t 'nvironrrrcnt ;  he thus is ready for subsequent adaptat ion
r, sr< i t ' ty. I t  is in the elaboration of these dif ferent stages in
r( 'r 'nrs ol ' their relevance for character development that Abra-
Ir;rrrr orchestrates dif ferences between "genital" and "pregenital"
r  l r : r r - : r r : ters.

[,acan challenges all this, finding much that "begs the ques-
r i rn" (1977, p.  2+31605).  To begin wi th,  the development of
lilriclo toward object love "can be explained as a finality that
;r l lows i tself  to be inst inctual,  in the sense that i t  is based on the
irrrage of the maturation of an inell'able object, the Object with a
trpital O that governs the phase of objectal i ty (to be dist in-
qtrished, significantly, from objectivity by virtue of its affective
substanc.)" (1977 , p. 243/605). For Lacan, this assumption of a
kind of biological f inal cause is without warrant.

Moreover, the resultant emphasis on the dist inct ion be-
(ween the "pregenital" character as an "amalgam of all the de-
{'ccts of the object relation" and the "genital" character as the

l)aragon of integration where the " 'style of the relations between
subject and object is one of the most highly evolved fsicl' " (1977 ,
p. 2++l 605-606) is wholly unsatisfactory. "And what has this
absurd hymn to the harmony of the genital got to do with the
real" (1977 , p. 2+51606)? The point seems ro be that such a con-
c:eption too casily overlooks the "barriers and snubs (Erniedrigun-
gen) that are so common in even the most fulfil led love relation"
and glamorizes the genital aspect of object relations to the point
of' confusing "the sublime" with the "perfect orgas-" ( 1977 , p.
'245/607), thus placing impossible burdens on rhe shoulders of
" innocents" who cannot achieve i t .

There is a third theory about the naturc of transference
that is l ikewise inadequate: "the notion of intersubjective intro-
ject ion. .  .  in a dual relat ion" with the analyst ( l97T , p. Z4Gl
607). The principal focus of 'Lacan's cri t ique here seems to bc
Sandor Ferenczi ( 1909) - though he also mentions Strachey and
Balint-for whom transf 'erence , though fundamental ly a "dis-
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placement," involves identi f icat ion and even an introjt .r ' l iorr,
or incorporation, of the other.

The "phantasy of phallic devouring, to which the irnerq(' ()l '

the analyst  is  subjected" (1977, p.246/608),  would be a casc i r r
point. Now Lacan himself, who takes the phallus to be the signi-
fier par excellence of desire (Chapter B), would be inclined to
take this fantasy as an illustration of "the privileged function ol'
the fsignifier-]phallus in the mode of the subject's presence to
desire" (1977 , p. 2461608). But such an interpretation presup-
poses the "true relations of the analytic situation," i..., the wholc
domain of language (the symbolic order) within which analysis
takes place, as well as the function of desire in that situation.

When all this is left out of account by limiting the analytic
situation to a strictly dual relation, the situation itself is "crushed"
(1977, p. 2461608) and the possibility of a truly "symbolic" per-
spective eliminated. Since analysis as such does not effect any
change in the "real," the only remaining register in which a
strictly dual relation may be conceived is that of the "imaginary."
But "if one confines oneself to an imaginary relation between
objects there remains only the dimension of distance to order it"
(1977, p. 246/608). If this distance is ideally reduced to zero
(1977 , p. 2+71609), the result is obviously a kind of "mystical
consummation" (I977 , p. 2461608). That is why the "phantasy
of phallic devouring" finds such a congenial place in analysis of
this kind, for "it tallies so well with a conception of the direction
of the treatment that is based entirely upon the arrangement of
the distance between patient and analyst as the object of the
dual relation" (1977 ,, p. 2461608).

But if "distance" is the only criterion by which to judge the
relation between analyst and patient, then "too much" and "too
little" can be measured by different interpreters in completely
contradictory fashion, with corresponding variation in recom-
mendations for technique. Carried to the extreme by a kind of
"wild" analysis that would transpose the situation from the "im-
aginary order" into the "real," the result could be quite ludi-
crous. For since "the olfactory is the only dimension [except for
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r , rst t ' f  t l r i r t  t ' t r i r l r l t :s  ot tc to rcduce distance to zero" (1977, p.2+Bl
tr l0), i t  would lbl low, as one work suggests, that to "be able to

'rrrt' l l onc's analyst" would be an "index of the huppy outcome of
t l r t '  t ransfbrence" ( I977, p.  2+7/609).

At this point Lacan dialogues with an absent partner over
;r clinical case of "transitory perversior," about which the other-
n'ise uninformed reader is forced to guess the details. He then
rt'turns to his theme: the problem of transference. For his "only

l)urpose is to warn analysts of the decline that threatens their
tcchnique if they fail to recognize the true place in which its ef-
l i 'cts are produced" (1977, p.2491612). I f  he cri t icizes the genet-
ic conception of transference or the theory of object relations as
inadequate (i.e., "partial"), this is not to say that they have no
relevance to "properly analytic realities" (1977 , p. 2501612) but
only to deny that they define the "true place" in which the effects
of technique are produced. The result is a failure on the part of
rrnalysts to grasp "their action in its authenticity" so that they
cnd up forcing that action "in the direction of the exercise of
power" (1977, p.2501612). But this power, such as i t  is, is mere-
ly a substitute for "the relation to. . . being where this action
takes place, producing a decline of its resources, especially those
of speech" (1977, p. 2501612). We take this to mean that the
"true place" where the effects of technique are produced, hence
(presumably) where transference finds the source of its power, is
in relation to being, which never has been taken sufficiently into
account by analysts. This,, then, would be the "central defect"
from which these theories "suffer."

IV
How to act with one's being

.Lacan concluded the previous section by referring to the
level of "being where [analytic] action takes place" (1977, p.2501
612). We infer that this alludes to the domain of the Other, i.e.,
the symbolic order. He now echoes the word "being" but, initial-
ly at least, speaks of it as if it were the analyst's being that is at
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stake. We assume that the two uses o{ ' thc worcl  : l r ( 'not  r l is t 'orr-
nected, but the connection is far from clear in the tt :xt (( lr t .  t t 'x l
i tself  is part icularly obscure). This assumption serves as an rtn-
derlying working hypothesis in our effort to detecr the unifying
thread of this section.

To begin with, it was again Ferenczi (1909) who introdur:t.rl
the question about the being of the analyst when he "conceivt:cl
of the transference as the introjection of the person of the doctor
into the subjective economy," r.e.,  the "absorption into the econ-
omy of the subject of all that the psychoanalyst makes present in
the duo as the here and now of an incarnated problematic"
(1977 , p. 250/613). What "the psychoanalyst makes presenr in
the duo" is what Lacan calls in Ferenczi's name the psychoana-
lyst 's "being"-with this nuance, however, that we "dist inguish
from the interhuman relation, with its warmth and its allure-
ments (leurres), that relation to the Other in which being finds its
status" (1977, p.  251/613).

In any case, i t  " is certainly in the relat ion to being that the
analyst  has to f ind his operat ing level"  (1977, p.252/615).  This
means, first of all, that his purpose is not to bring "happiness" to
the analysand, stil l less to share with the analysand some puta-
t ive "happiness" of his own. I t  means, too, that the analyst 's task
is not first of all to help the analysand to "understand" himself,
nor even to teach the analysand to "think." Rather, the "analyst
is the man to whom one speaks and to whom one speaks freely.
That is what he is there for" ( 1977 , p. 253/616). Speaking "free-
ly," of course, does not necessari ly mean that there is a great
deal  of  " f reedom in what Ione] says" (1977, p.2531616),  though
it does "open up on to a free speech [of a kind, i . . . ] ,  a ful l  speech
that is painful to [ the analysand]" ( 1977 , p. 2531616). Such an
experience might prove quite troublesome to the patient if this
"ful l  speech" art iculates "something that might be true" (1977 , p.
253/616). But truth is what is at stake in the analysis-nor as an
abstract intellectualization but as a concrete dynamic grappling
with the "unsayable."

The analyst's first task in all this is to listen (dcouter) to what
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r . ,  spokt ' r r  to l r i rn.  I ior-  l , i rc 'ern,  thc i rnpclr tance o1' the analyst 's
' l ) r ( ' : , i ( 'n( ' ( " ' in tht :  zrnalyt ic process consists in the fact  " that  th is

l)r ( ' : i ( ' rrct '  is l i rst ol 'al l  simply the implication of his l istening, and

t l r ; r r  l l r is  l is tening is s imply the condi t ion of  speech" (1977, p.

.t:t5l6lt)). Having listened, the analyst also must hear (entendre)

rr lurl is said beyond the spoken discourse. This may not neces-

';rrily mean, however, that he can understand (comprendre) what

lrc hears, and if he does not, he will have nothing to say. Si-

lcnce, however, is admittedly frustrating to the speaker, for his

'1rt'cch is, after aIl, a way of asking the analyst for something-

;rt the very least, for a reply-that the analyst by his silence re-

Itrsers. Such a request "is deployed on the [broader] field of an

irrrplicit demand, that for which he is there: the demand to cure

Irirn" (1977 , p. 25+/617). This introduces the whole issue of the

role of the patient's requests (i.e., "demands") in the analysis.

Through the articulation of the patient's demands, "the

rvhole past opens up r ight down to early infancy" (1977, p.2541

617), for it is only by making demands that the infant could

Ira.ve survived. This rrray be the sense of "analytic regression,"

lirr "regression shows nothing other than a return to the present

ol'signifiers used in demands" of a speech of long ago (1977 , p.
'255/618). That is why the analyst sustains the demand if he can,
"not, as has been said, to frustrate the subject, but in order to al-

low the signifiers in which his frustration is bound up to reap-

1rear" (1977, p.  255/618).
What the analyst seeks, then, is the articulation of the pa-

tient's demands. This is made possible by reason of the "prima-

ry transference," which we take to mean transference to the

therapist in terms of the "primary identification" with the omni-

potent mother. In terms of this identification, the exigencies of

the infant 's biological structure ( i . . . ,his "needs") cannot just be

rnet by the mother in some concrete physical fashion, for the

time comes in his development when the infant must separate

lrom the mother and enter into the symbolic order, where the

satisfaction of these needs must be filtered through the "defiles of
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the structure of the signif ier" (1977, p. 255/6lt ]) .  Ht 'nt ' t ' :

Needs become subordinated to the same conventional ('()n-

ditions as those of the signifier in its double register: tlrr'

synchronic register of opposition between irreduciblc t' lt '-

ments [ i . . . ,  the binary pairs of dist inct ive phonemes], an<l

the diachronic register of substitution and combinatiott,

[by] which language, even if it does not fulfil all functions,

structures everything concerning relations between humatl

beings 11977, p.  2551618-6191.

Articulated in this fashion, these needs become "demands,"

and it is with "all the articulations of the subject's demand" that

the analyst must deal in turn (1977, p.256/619). In doing so, ht '

is indeed identified with the omnipotent mother, whose task

would be to attend to these articulations and discern the de-

mand for love that lies within them all. Such presumably would

be the situation that "explains the primary transference, and the

love that is somet imes declared in i t "  (1977, p.  255/618).
To be sure, the analyst "must respond to [this demand]

only from the position of the transference," but what that might

mean and how the transference itself is to be understood as an

"identification with signifiert" (1977 , p. 2561619) is far from

clear at the moment. What is clear is that by engaging the pa-

tient in this fashion, the analyst "acts with his being," that is, as

grounded in the symbolic order, the unconscious Other in

which all signifiers find their matrix of signification.

V
Desire must be taken literally

The transition from the previous section, with its discus-

sion (however sinuous) of the analyst's relation to being, to this,

where the theme is "desire," calls for an explanation-or at least

for some educated guesswork. We have just seen in what sense

the analyst finds his operating level in relation to being by deal-

ing with the articulations of the subject's demand(s). However,
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t l r r '  l i r t t< l ; r t r r t 'nt : r l  t l r iv ' inq l i r r r :c ol ' thc subject  is  not his demand(s)
Irrr t  tht '  < l t 's i rc that  l ics bcneath (or wi th in,  or  behind, or beyond)
t lr is cl t :rnancl(s). Hence, there arises now the necessity of ad-
<lrt'ssins explicitly the question of the role of desire in the treat-
rrrr:nt and its relation to the source of the treatment's power.

When Lacan in his title to this section tells us that desire
rrrust be taken "literally" (h la lettre), we understand this in the
scnse that this same phrase was used in "The Agency of the Let-
Icr in the Unconscious" (Chapter 5), i .e.,  in terms of the l inguis-
tic structure of the unconscious. In other words, we may rea-
sonably expect this section to address the question of desire in
its distinction from demand and in relation to the whole role of
language in psychoanalysis as Lacan conceives it.

As we know, desire plays a central role for Freudrn The In-
terpretation of Dreaizs (1900a), but the import of the word is not
self-evident. Freud's (1900b) word is Wunsci, which the Standard
Edition translates as "wish," with the implication that what is at
stake is an individual, isolated act. The French equivalent would
be uoeu. In fact, however, the French have always translated
Wunsch as ddsir, with the implication of a continuous force (Sher-
idan, 1977, p. viii). We follow the French (Lacan's) usage here,
though the reader should bear in mind the possible ambiguity
that results.

Lacan begins his discussion by referring to the familiar
dream of the butcher's wife discussed by Freud:

I wanted to give a supper-party, but I had nothing in the
house but a little smoked salmon. I thought I would go out
and buy something, but remembered then that it was Sun-
day afternoon and all the shops would be shut. Next I tried
to ring up some caterers, but the telephone was out of
order. So I had to abandon my wish to give a supper-party

[1900a, p.  r+7].

The reader will recall how this dream, presented to Freud as a
challenge to his theory that dreams express the fulfillment of de-
sire, becomes under Freud's analysis the expression of the dream-
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er's desire for an unfulf i l led desire. This becomcs c' lcar wlrcrr t l rr '
"salmon" in the dream is seen to be a substi tute fbr "cavi iu' ," lor '
which the dreamer has a craving that she wishes to rcrnain un-
grati f ied by her husband (1900a, p. laB). Let us begin by st ' t ' i rrq
how desire functions here according to the laws of langu agc (a lrt
lettre), by which signifiers are related to each other either by rt' ir-
son of the substi tut ion of one for the other ( i . . . ,  as metaphor) or '
through the combination of one with the other ( i .e.,  zS metony-
my) (1977, p.258/622).

In the present case, the salmon in the dream signifies tht'
friend's desire for salmon, which is seen by Freud as signifying
(by substitution) the dreamer's desire for caviar. The former,
then, is a metaphor for the latter. With regard to the desire for
caviar as signifier of the desire for an unsatisfied desire, the ca-
viar, by reason of rts inaccessibility, serves as a displacement ol'
the unsatisfied desire, hence serves an expression of that desire
by metonymy (1977, p.259/622).  We see, then, how this dream
is elaborated accordins to a "linguistic structure" that Freud dis-
covered - eve n befbre Saussure - simply in the "signifying flow"
of associations, "the mystery of which lies in the fact that the

[conscious] subject does not even know where to pretend to be
its organizer" (1977, p. 2591623). The "organizer" obviously is
Other.

But to whom does the "signifying flow" reveal its meaning,
"before the arr ival on the scene of the analyst" (1977, p. 260/
623)? After all, this meaning preexists in the flow prior to any
reading of the flow or deciphering of that meaning. Both read-
ing and dcciphcring suggest that a dream is made for the "rec-
ognit ion of desire" (y.r,  but recognit ion by whom?) that in turn
is a "desire for recognition" (yes, but recognition from whom?)
(1977 , p. 260/623). Such questions are left unanswered, for the
moment at least, and instead Lacan takes us through a review
of Freud's analysis of the dream. He concludes by returning to
the role of desire in the dream, symbolized in this case by the
salmon. He {inds in the salmon itself a convenient reminder of
the phallus, which, as we know, he takes to be the signif ier par
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, ' r r  r ' f  f  t ' r rcc ol ' r l t 's i r t ' ,  i r r r l t '1>t ' r t r l t 'nt  o l ' tht :  sex c l l ' the subject  (1977 , ,

p. '2() ' .116'27 ) .
IJut lrcl i)rc wc discuss the signif ier of desire we must f i rst

rrrrr l t :rstand better "that which structures desire" (1977,, p. 2631
(; '27). Given some understanding of what "need" means and of
lrow "demand" differs from it in articulating this need according
to the exigencies of the symbolic order, there remains a gap, an
"interval," between the two, insofar as there is a want-to-be that
transcends all satisfaction of physical need, transcends, too, any
part icular art iculat ion of need, i .e.,  any specif ic demand, so as
to remain unsatisfied even after anylevery demand has been
rnet. Ary demand is always addressed to some Other, i .e.,  to

somezne, about something, through speech made possible by u
sharing of language with that Other. Whatever might be the

thing demanded, however, what is really sought in the demand
is the Other's "love." But this Other suffers from want, too, and
cannot satisfy the subject 's want-to-be, even by his " love." For
the subject's deepest want is not for the "love" (which we take

Lacan to mean here as mere "oblativity") but for recognition.

That is why the demand for "love," even if acceded to, cannot

satisfy desire. Under such circumstances, the subject may well
retreat to sleep, "where he haunts the limbo regions of being, by
lett ing i t  lQal speak in him" through his dreams (1977, p. 263/
627).

Desire, then, is a want-to-be in the subject that is unsatisf i-

able either through gratification of his needs or acquiescence to

his demands. Taking this as a "premise," Lacan now draws the

conclusion that "man's desire is the desire of the Other" (1977,

p. 26+/628), though the step here is a big one. Mediating be-
tween premise and conclusion are the supposit ions that desire,
as well as demand, must submit to the exigencies of the symbol-
ic order, and that this symbolic order is the Other, i .e.,  the "oth-

er scene" where the speech of analyt ic discourse is "deployed." I f

we accept these suppositions and try to understand the sense of

desire as "desire of the Other," it should be noted first of all that

the Other that is spoken of here, in the sense of the unconscious
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structured l ike a language, is to be dist inguishcrl  cl t ' ; rr lv l i 'otrr
the Other in the above sense of the generalizecl sotttt'orrr' ol'

whom a demand is made.
With that in mind, we are left to our own resources hr:rt' to

understand how the subject 's desire is "desire ofthe Other." A
full discussion of the matter would probably take account ol'

such considerations as the following: Desire, since it must bt'
channeled through the "defiles of the signifier," is "at the mercy
of" (en proie de) language. It may thus be thought of as possessecl
by language and in that sense is desire of languzge, i .e.,  "of thc

Other" (subjective genitive). Furthermore (a variation of the
preceding), desire may be "of the Other" (subjective genitive)
insofar as the Other is thought of as the being of the sub.ject that
is "other" than his conscious e go, i .e.,  the subject 's being insofar

as this is in want-of-being, hence the dynamic, propell ing di-
mension of his decentered self. We find some confirmation of
such interpretat ions in the dream under discussion, for the "de-
sire of the dream is not assumed by the subject who says 'I ' in

[her] speech. Art iculated, nevertheless, in the locus of the Oth-
er, i t  is discourse - a discourse whose grammar Freud [began]
to declare [as] such" (1977, p. 26+1629).

From another point of view, however, desire tr:ay be "of
the Other" (objective genitive) insofar as the being of which the

subject is in want is the being of the Other that will fi l l out his
own ineluctable finitude, restoring the illusion of plenitude that
was shattered by entrance into the symbolic order. Again, de-
sire may be "of the Other" (objective genitive) insofar as, given
his finitude, the subject thinks he can achieve the self-awareness
appropriate to him only in recognition by the Other that simu-
lates, and in a measure restores, the radical affirmation of a pri-
mordial unity. It is this last sense that easily masquerades as the
demand for "love" from the individual Other, as if the Other
possessed a fullness that could complete the subject. Hence, we
gain some sense of how delicate is the task of discerning the dif-
f'erence between desire and demand. We find some confir4na-
t ion of this interpretat ion when we are told that "the subject has

t r l t i l (  l t ( ) \  ( ) t  l l l l  l l { l  \ l \ l l . \ l 2t| : t

t ,  l rnr l  l l r t '  r 'orrs l i t r r t i r r { r  strut : tur t :  of 'h is desire in the same gap
r) lx ' r r t ' r l  t rp by thc c l l 'ect  of ' the s igni f iers in those who come to
r ( ' l )r ' ( ' r i ( 'nt thc ()ther fbr him, in so far as his demand is subjected
t,  r l t t ' t t t "  (1977, p.  26+1628).

But the distinction between demand and desire (and, by
rrrrpl ic:at ion, need) remains dif f icult  to grasp, desire being both
"lrt'yond" (ou delh) and "on this side of' (en degh) the demand that
",'r'<rkes" it. We take this to be another attempt by Lacan to ex-

l)r'('ss the transcending quality of desire, the "absolute condition"
, rl ' the subject's ineluctable want, expressed here provocatively
;rs his "nothing." It is precisely this want that erupts when the in-

lirnt is "born into language," so that henceforth the subject is in
lrondage to the laws of language in pursuing whatever will
srrt isfy this want. I t  is in this sense, we presume, that desire " is,

;rs it were, the mark of the iron of the signifier on the shoulder of
rlre speaking subject" (1977, p. 265/629). Here we are taking

rlesire h la lettre indeed.
However that rnay be, the signifier par excellence of desire

is the phallus, in a sense that will be given full orchestration in

Ohapter B. It is to the theme of the phallus that Lacan now

turns in order to elaborate further the role of desire in terms of

this unique signifier, and we must do the best we can with it in

tentative, make-do fashion. He broaches the issue by presenting

ir clinical vignette, the essential details of which are these: La-

can's patient is an obsessional male "of mature years," suffering

lrom impotence with his mistress and ready to explain away the

problem as a simple matter of "menopause." Persuaded, how-

ever, that the possible intervention of a third person into the dy-

ad might salvage the situation, the patient suggests that his mis-

tress sleep with another man "to see." The mistress then has a

drgam: "She has a phallus, she feels its shape under her clothes,

which does not prevent her from having a vagina as well, nor,

of course, from wanting this phallus to enter it." When she
recounts this to the patient, he "is immediately restored to his

viril ity and demonstrates this quite brill iantly to his partner"

(1977, pp. 266-267 163I).
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Lacan's interpretat ion of  th is v isnette is nrort '  l l r i r r r  orr l i
nar i ly  opaque, but the general  dr i f t  seems to bc as l t r l lows. ' l ' l r t ,
mistress'dream, when reported to the patient, takes the l i rrrrr ol
a "discourse" that reveals to the patient her own desire botlr  to
"have" the phallus and to receive i t .  Realizing this, the paticnt is
l iberated from whatever i t  was that inhibited him. Fair enouqh,
but how?

we are told that as a child the patient had experienced "thr.
p lay of  destruct ion exerted by one of  h is parenrs [ i . . . ,h is moth-
er] on the desire [ i .e.,  the phallus] of the other [ i . . . ,  his fatherl"
(1977, p.2651630).  H. therefore presumed that i t  was impossi-
ble for anyone "to desire without destroying [ i .e.,  casrrat ing] tht '
Other" (1977, p. 265/630). Ir  the analysis, indeed, the patienr
comes to see how he is on guard against the destructiveness ol'
his own desire by manipulat ing the situation "so as to protect
the Othe." (1977 , p. 2651630). Since his mistress represents for
him the "castrat inq mothe." (1977, p. 268/633), whose desire
presumably wil l  destroy him, i . . . ,  take away his phal lus, he is
inhibited from responding to her desire out of fear of his own
des truct ion/castrat ion.

what removes this inhibition? The message of the mistress'
dream to the eflect that she "has a phallus" and therefore "will
not have to take i t  from him" (1977, p. 268/633). In other
words, the fear of castration (whether wisely or not, time will
tell) is removed. Moreover, "having this phallus [does] not
diminish her desire for i t  [ i .e.,  for his].  And here i t  is his own
want-to-be that [ is] touched on" (1977, p.2681633). For his own
deepest want is to be the object of her desire, not simply by hav-
ing the phallus but by being i t  for her ( 1977 ,,  p. 26\l \32)- i f
that were only possible.

Vignette concluded, Lacan returns to his principal theme:
the role of desire in the direction of the treatment. The essential
here seems to be to realize that "all the demands that had been
articulated in the analysis. . . were merely transferences intended
to maintain in place a desire that was unstable or dubious in i ts
problematic" (1977 , p. 2711636). Hence, the need to frusrrate
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t l rcst ' r l t ' r r r ; r t r r ls  i r r  orr l t ' r '  to l t ' t  t l r t '  t r r r r lcr ly inu c lcsirc show throuuh;
Ir l r r r  t ' ,  loo,  t l r t '  i r r r l lor l i rncc of 'analyzing the transference-and
l , , r t ; r r r  i t l l t r< l t :s ( in highly condensed fbrm) to some of the subt le-
t r .s i r rvolvcci  in such a procedure (1977, p.  2701635).

Ilut the problem of demand has not been exhausted, and
,r l t t ' r '  :r l luding to i t  in terms of transference, Lacan turns i t  over
, rqrr in in terms of the formation of symptoms. Symptoms, he re-
, ;r l ls l iom Freud, are "overdetermined," i .e.,  are attr ibutable to
nlorc than one determining factor (1977 , p. 27I/636). What
,lot's that mean in terms of their formation?

We know well enough that for Freud there was an analogy
lx' tween symptom formation and dreams, insofar as both in-
r olve the process of a "wish-fulf i l lment" (1899, p. 278). Later
l"r'erud would speak of the symptom as a formation that estab-
l ishes a workable compromise between unconscious wish and
rrccd for defense (1916- 1917, pp. 358-359). According to Lacan's
l inguist ic model, however, we understand that symptoms, l ike
condensation in the dream-work, are structured as metaphors.
I 'hey thus arise out of a certain " interference" between ( i . . . ,

or,'erlapping of) signifiers in the relationship they bear to their
rt'spective signifieds. But what of the "wish-fulfil lment" charac-
It ' r  of the symptom? Here we are told that the "wish" in question
is essential ly a "part icular demand." The "interference" that
takes place is between the "effects" of this demand within the
sr,rbject (in the form of signifiers, we presume) and "the e{Jbcts of
rr posit ion in relat ion to the other. .  that he sustains as subject"
(1977, p.2721637),  and enacts through an unconscious fantasy,
'l 'his f,antasy, for Lacan, "is defined as an image set to work in
the signifying structure" and "is that by which the subject sus-
tains himself at the level of his vanishing desire, vanishing in so
lirr as the very satisfaction of demand hides his object from him"
(1977, p.2721637).  The point  seems to be that there is an insur-
rnountable tension between the unconscious fantasy promising
lulfil lment and the articulated demand that intrinsically frag-
tnents and displaces desire. Obscure as this is-and we real ly
need the full text of the seminar on which all this is based to un-
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derstand i t - i t  seems that Lacan here is under l in ine t l r t ' r 'ok 'o l
the other subject in symptom formation. I{ 'so, thc point is irrr
important one that sorely needs elaboration.

For Lacan, fantasy assumes i ts role within the possibi l i t i t .s
that the languagelike structure of the unconscious permits.
Thus, i t  is not to be "reduced" to mere " imagination," st i l l  less to
the "irrational," for its function belongs to that strange realrrr
that Freud referred to as "psychical real i ty" (1900a, p. 620). I t  is
the "existence" of such a realm that Lacan calls Freud's "disccrv-
ery i'charactenzed by the certainty (to put it in Hegelian terms)
that "the real is rational" (*. understand: "symbolizable" through
the signifyirg structures of the symbolic order) and "the rational
is real" (we understand: enjoyinq its own level of "existence" as
material aspects of language in dreams, symptoms, fantasies,
etc.).  Thus, "what presents i tself  as unreasonable in desire is an
efl'ect of the passage of the rational in so far as it is real - that is
to say, the passage of laneuage-into the real,  in so far as the
rational I i . . . ,  the svmbolic] has already traced i ts circumvalla-
t ion ther."  (1977, p.  2721637).

However this may be, the fantasy ( i . . . ,  image) is to be dis-
t inquished from the signif icat ion conjoined with i t  that is struc-
tured by the signifying processes of the symbolic order. As indi-
cated above, the signification is determined in part by the other
to whom the demand is addressed. When this other, once gen-
eralized (hence caprtalized as the "Other"), continues to expand
unti l  i t  el ides with the very l imits of being i tself ,  the subject is
fbrced to become aware of his own insatiable want that shines
through any and every specific demand in the guise of desire,
always drarnatrzed by fantasy (1977 , p. 2731638).

At this point Lacan becomes caught up in a polemic against
the "present-day analyst," which is soon highlighted by the notion
of'"identification" as it appears in Freud's Groult Psltchologt and the
Anafi , ,sis of the ESo (1921, pp. 105-110). His argument, however,
is tortuous to lbl low, part ly because of the sheer opaqueness of
style, part ly because of the hidden agenda to which only semi-
nar members are privy, part ly because any direct relat ionship

l ) l l (1,( , l l (  )N (  )1,  I  l l l '  l l {1. , , \  l \ l l ;N I '2tt7

t ,  f  l r t '  Pnr l r l t ' r r r  o l ' t ; rk inq <lesire h la let t re is not immediately ap-

l);rr ' ( 'nl .  ' l ' [ r t ' t {cneral dri f t  seems to be that i t  is dangerous for the
,rrr;r lyst to cncourage a process whereby he becomes a part of the

lrrrtit 'nt's l 'antasy by fostering the patient's identification with his
,\\'rr cr{o, itself an image. This only results in further alienating
tlrr' patient from his desire. Happily, Lacan comes out of the
rrrrr lcrbrush in t ime to bring the essay to a respectable close.

What is to be said, then, of "the direction of the treatment
,rrr<l the principles of its power"? Lacan enumerates the essen-
t i :r ls of his posit ion by noting in conclusion (1977 , p. 2751640):

1. The "special powers" of the treatment consist in the

l)( )wer of speech itself.

2. The analyst's task is not to "direct" the subject toward
"lirll speech," nor even toward a "coherent discourse," but rather
to help him to be free to attempt such things on his own.

3. Such freedom, however, is not tolerated easily by the
srrbject .

+. The subject's demands must not be gratified in the analy-
sis-even the demand to be cured-however difficult such a
srance may be for the analyst  to maintain (1977, p.276/6+l) .

5. Instead, every effort must be made to help the subject
rt:c:ognize and acknowledge the thrust of his fundamental desire.

6. "Resistance" to this acknowledgment is ultimately at-
tributable to "the incompatability between desire and speech"
(1977, p.275/640), i .e.,  (*" presume) to the incapacity of speech,
;rlways finite, to articulate adequately a desire that inevitably
transcends it. Demands are articulable. but the full thrust of de-
sire is not.

In sum, then, to take desire h la lettre is to see it clearly in
rlistinction from both need and demand, and insinuating its
wvy, usually under the guise of an image (fantasy), through the
labyrinthine ways of the symbolic order, structured as it is by the
"nets of the letter" (1977 , p. 2761641), i .e.,  the laws of language.
'l 'he consequences of this for the formation of the analyst are
t'lear enough: "Since it is a question of taking desire, and it can
<rnly be taken literally lh la lettrel, since it is the nets of the letter
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that determine, overdetermine, i ts place as a bircl  ol ' l l i rr iul isr. ,
how can we fai l  to require that the birdcatcher be f irst ol ' i r l l  l i r-
erate f l i t t i rairel" (1977, p. 27616+1)? And no one ofl 'ers us a lr t .r-
ter example of this than Freud himself.

Map oF THE Tsxrl

I. Who analtses today?
A. Analysis is marked by the person of the analyst just as

much as by the person of the analysand.
1. Our concepts about countertransference are inade-

quate,
a. especially if we talk of "an emotional re-educa-

tion of the patient,"
b. reflecting a loss of principle and an imposture

that must be denounced.
2. The failure to practice authentically results in the

exercise of power.
B. The psychoanalyst assuredly directs the treatment.

1. But this does not mean direct ing the patient.
a. Hence he must carefully avoid anything like the

direction of conscience.
2. Directing the treatment is quite different.

a. It first entails making the subject use the analytic
rule,

i. which he cannot learn from being in "the an-
alytic situation."

b. In explaining it the analyst reveals his own un-
derstanding of, and prejudices about, analysis.

i. and this indicates the ambiguity inherent in
the issue of direction.

c. In this early stage of the treatment we make the
patient overlook the fact that he is merely speak-
i tg,

rAs inChapter6,  oursubdiv is ions A, B, etc. ,  correspond to Lacan's numbers
1. 2.  etc.

D.

l ) l l { l (  i l ( | \  ( ) l  i l l l  i l i l  \ l \ i l  \ I 2tt l f

i .  l r r r t  t l r is  rkr t 's  not  r{ ivt .  thc analyst  an excuse

to l i r rqct  i t  h imsel f ' .
(  ; .  Wc wi l l  t 'ngage our subject  f rom the side of  the analyst .

l .  In th is common enterpr ise,  not only the pat ient ,  but

also the analyst pays.
a. He pays with words transformed to the level of

interpretat ion,

b. with his person as support for the transference,
c. with his most int imate judgment as part of an ac-

t ion that goes to the kernel of being.
2. I  am not giving my opponents the r ight to accuse

me of metaphysics,
a. for they fai l  to question statements stressing the

thesis that the analyst cures by what he is.
b. But what is "being" doine here?

In cross-examining the analyst again, we see that he is
less sure of his act ion the more he is caught up in his
being.
1. In interpreting what is presented to him in words

and deeds, the analyst is his own oracle and art icu-
lates what he pleases.
a. Well aware that he cannot measure the whole ef-

fect of his words,
i. the analyst strives to parry their efi'ect

ii. by being always free in the timing, frequen-
cy, and choice of his interpretat ions.

In the transference the analyst's freedom is placed
outside of himself by the duplication to which he is sub-
jected.

1. Here l ies the secret of analysis, for we must go
beyond seeing i t  as a relat ion of two persons.

2. Such a situation is conceived as one in which a
"weak" ego is trained by u "strong" ego,
a. despite avowals of a "cure from within,"

i. for the subject's assent is forced.

E.
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3. In experiencing the transference every analyst rrrrrst
wonder at the least expected effects,
a. although he is not responsible for them, as Freu<l

stressed their spontaneity.
+. But today's analysts think Freud fled from the com-

mitment implied by the situation,
a. and they throw countertransference feelinss

about to balance the transference.
5. The analyst's silence is not the strategy of a poker

player,
a. for by it he introduces the dummy (le mort),

i. and thereby the game becomes a four-handed
game of bridge.

b. The fourth player is the analysand's unconscious,
whose hand the analyst will try to force.

c. But it matters where the analyst places himself,
for his feelings have only one place - that of the
dummy.

The analyst should take his bearings, nor from his
being, but from his want-to-be (manque h \tre),
1. or else he will fail to understand his action on the

patient in its four-sidedness.
2. Today's analysts presume a relation to reality,

a. and measure the patient's deviations from it in
the authoritarian way educators have always
done.

b. They maintain this relation by relying on didac-
tic analysis at a price,

i. without realizing that their own responses to
the problems of humanity addressed to them
are sometimes parochial,

ii. while making light of their own experience
by claiming that analysis provides a simple
means for "measuring up to reality."

3. This precarious notion is propped up by the Ameri-
can concept of "the autonomous ego":

F.

t ) l t { t . ( ; l  l ( |N () t .  I  l l t .  I  tU,. ,^ |  t \ i l , .N I 21) I

G.

;r. as lr stzrtrclarcl to measure the real;
b. as an organization of disparate functions that

buttress a sentiment of interiority;
c. as autonomous because sheltered from conflict.
d. But it solves the problem of the analyst's being

i. by offering a team of unequal egos to guide
the Americans on their way to happiness.

If the analyst dealt only with resistances, he would be
cautious with interpretation.
1. For his interpretation will be heard as spoken by a

transference-figure.
a. This can be useful if the analyst interprets this ef-

fect;
i. otherwise it amounts to mere suggestion.

ii. But the words of the analyst will still be per-
ceived as issuing from the place of the trans-
ference.

iii. And this postpones forever the subject's
emerging from the transference.

2. But after interpretation, what remains of the arra-
lyst? Who is he?
a. The'having" implied in hauing an answer (name-

ly, that he is a man) puts "being" in question.
b. The analyst reassures himself by relying on his

ego and his own sense of reality,
i. and thus enters an aggressive relationship

between an "I" and a "me" with his patient.
3. To those who thus recast analysis, I ask: "Who is the

analyst?"
a. "He who interprets, profiting from the transfer-

ence?"
b. "He who analyses it as resistance?"
c. "Or he who imposes his idea of reality?"
d. This troublesome question leads to another:

"Who is speaking?"
i. Bluntly answered: the ego (moi).
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What is the place of interpretation.)
A. I  have not repl ied to al l  the novice's questions, but lr i rr , ' r .

assembled the current problems involving the cl ircct iorr
of the treatment.
1 .  In speaking of the lesser place held by interpretat iorr

in contemporary psychoanalysis, we always al)-
proach i ts meaning with embarrassment,
a. witnessed by authors' efforts to detach it fronr

every other mode of verbal intervention.
B. Some kind of transformation in the subject is being

evaded here,
1. which escapes thought as soon as i t  becomes fact.

a. No criterion suffices to show where interpreta-
tion acts, unless one radically admits a notion of'
the function of the signifier,

i. which allows us to see how words affect the
subject.

2. Interpretat ion makes i t  possible to translate the sig-
nif iers of unconscious repeti t ions.
a. This in turn is made possible by the function of

the Other, in relat ion to which the missing ele-
ment appears.

3. The signifier's importance in situating analytic truth
appears highlighted by its absence in Glover,
a. who finds interpretation everywhere, even in a

medical prescription,
b. and who, perhaps unknowingly, says the forma-

tion of the symptom is an inexact interpretation
on the subject's part.

C. Interpretation produces something new through the
different ways the signifier brings about the emergence
of the signif ied.
1 . Interpretation is not based on any assumption of di-

vine archetypes,
a. but on the fact that the unconscious has the radi-

cal structure of a language,

l )
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i .  i r r  wlr ic l r  thr :  s isn conncl tes and establ ishes

I)r( 'soncc in absence and absence in presence.

Althour{h thc rules of interpretation can be formulated,

thcir lbrmulas presume notions that cannot be con-

clensed here.

1. Everyone recognizes that an interpretation is con-

firmed by the material that emerges, not by the con-

vict ion with which i t  is received.

a. Yet we operate in terms of the subject's assent,

despite what Freud said about denial as a type of

avowal.
i. This is a type of resistance bred by our prac-

t ice,
ii. and shows itself to be the analyst's, not the

patient 's, resistance.

But today's authors reverse the sequence by indicating

that interpretation is an uncertain stammer compared

with a broader relation in which true understanding

reigns.

1. This view sees interpretation as both an exigency of

the weakness to which we must give help as well as

something unpalatable to the patient.

a. But here we see only the influence of the analyst's

feelings.

b. This has nothing to do with an individual 's coun-

tertransference,

c. but reflects his position in a dual relation,

i. which he cannot overcome if he sees it as his

ideal place.
d. This undoubtedly shows the desire to avoid a

break with the patient.
i .  But this confuses honest

nique,
i i .  and confuses the patient 's

analytic relation.

civility with tech-

presence with the

E.
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F. In this perspective, the transference serves as tht.  i rrr;r-
lyst's security.
1. Delaying interpretation until the transfbrence is

formed, he now interprets to reduce the transferenc:t',
a. and the field of combat becomes an assumed re-

lation to reality.
b. Thus interpreting the transference is reabsorbed

into a "working through,"
i. and becomes a mode of revenge for the ana-

lyst's earlier timidity.
ii. The analyst now pressures the patient with

insistence in the name of strengthening his
ego.

G. Freud follows an inverse order,
1. by first determining the patient's position in reality.
2. Hegel's procedure shows the reversal of positions

between the belle dme and the reality it accuses.
a. The question is not one of adapting to reality,
b. but of showing that the ego is implicated in con-

struct ing real i ty.
c. The path ends here, for the transference shows

that something other is at stake than the relations
between the ego and the world.

3. Freud immediately realrzed that the principle of his
power lay in the transference.
a. In this respect it did not differ greatly from sug-

gestion.

b. Yet this power offered a solution to the problem
only if he did not exercise it,

i. for only then could it develop fully as trans-
ference.

c. From that moment he no longer addresses the
one he holds in his proximity.

+. Popularization has robbed of its boldness Freud's
conception of interpretation.

l l l l { l ( l l ( } \ ( ) l  l l l l  l l { l  \ l \ l l \ l

; r .  I r r  l r is  ( 'x l ) ( )sr .u ' ( '  o l '  a dr ive (c l i f l 'erent f iom in-
st inct) ,  wc lzr i l  to see that the dr ive impl ies the
aclve nt  o l 'a s igni f ier .

I)zrrdon me if I must cite well-known examples rather
than my own cases in order to preserve anonymity.
1. The Rat Man is not ci ted as a case cured by Freud,

a. for his analysis is not unconnected with his tragic
death.

2. Freud made his {undamental discoveries about ob-
sessi.onal neurosis in the context of a direction of the
treatment,
a. which has the following order:

i. an initial righting of the subject's relations
with the real,

ii. the development of the transference,
i i i .  interpretat ion.

b. In reversing this order, have we lost Freud's hor-
tzon?

The rttuahzation of Freud's discoveries reveals a basic
confusion.
1. A case from Schmideberg and Kris will serve as an

example.
a. Here the concern about plagiarizing was checked

against evidence and interpreted in terms of the
patient's wanting to plagiarize as a defense
against being a plagiarist.

i. This interpretation is erroneous because it
assumes that defense and drive are from the
same world.

ii. The patient's response (his post-session scan-
ning of menus for fresh brains) proves that
the interpretation is erroneous.

b. Instead, what is important is that the patient
steals nothing:

i. for having an idea of his own never occurs to
him;

21)5

I I .

I .
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i i .  here "fresh brains" functions as rn( ' torryrrry,
suggesting a diagnosis of "anorexia nrr:nt ir l r ' ,"

i i i .  since the patient refuses the intel lectual r ivir l-
ry common to his father and grandfathe r.

2. There is thus nothing in common between Kris's
progress down from the surface and the subject's
progress.
a. There is no topographic priority in Freud's

method.
b. Freud sets out to right the subject by using the

subject's words.
i. Therefore, it is erroneous to appeal to "ob-

jective" evidence about plagiarizing (which,
in any case, is always a relative matter).

c. The idea that what is on the surface is superficial
is dangerous.

i. For another topology is needed to avoid
being misled as to the place of desire.

III. Where haue we got with the transference?
A. We turn to Lagache's account of the work on transfer-

ence.
1. He introduces structural distinctions essential for

the critique of its function,
a. such as his distinction "between the need for

repetition and the repetition of need."
b. Such work indicates to what extent only partial

aspects are discussed.
c r;*:nfll; [,T5fxT[:,[ordinarv 

use of
i. as when it means the enumeration of the pa-

tient's positive or negative feelings for the an-
alyst.

2. On the question of where we are with the transfer-
ence, neither agreement nor il lumination exists in
our scientific community,a ::?il'*?.T::,:1T: : :Til: ?::il:i*ff:J:::I

B.

l ) l l {1.( :  I  l ( )N ()1.  I  l l l '  I  l {1", . \ l  t \ l t , .Nl '2\17

C.

l r .  ' l 'ht 'st '  :rrnbiquit ies persist because the technical
clivcrsions urging revisions of the transference
leave no room for a true critique.

'fhe notion of transference is so central to the analytic
action that it serves as a measure for the partiality of
three established views:
1. that is, we judge these theories by how they handle

the transference.
2. As a group these theories fail to complement one

another, confirming the impression that they suffer
from a central defect.

The first, geneticism, generally grounds analytic phe-
nomena in developmental stages.
1. It is linked to a technique focused on the analysis of

defenses.
a. This link is based only on a historical point of

view.
2. Its beginnings lie in Freud's notion of an uncon-

scious ego,
a. with the mechanisms of defense grouped under

its function.
b. Anna Freud tried to insert them into the stages

of sensorimotor and intellectual development.
i. But nothing emerged from this that shed

light on technique.
D. More prominent is the second theory, that of object re-

lat ions.
1. It has its origin in Abraham's concept of the part-

object,
a. which is linked to the partial aspect that he de-

tached from the transference,
i. and which he transformed into terms of the

ability to love.
2. There are two equations here.

a. Sexual transference is at the foundation of object
love.
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b. Transference capabi l i ty  is  the incl t :x ol ' l l r t '  l ) : l
tient's relation to the real.

i .  But "this merely begs the question."
3. In this view the image ofa maturing object opcri t t t 's

as an instinctual final cause.
+. Such a view leads to a dichotomy between prege rt i-

tal and genital character structure,
a. which makes the pregenital character the sum ol'

all kinds of object-relations defects,
b. while a simplist ic notion governs the movement

from pregenital to genital character.
c. But this does not keep the ego from remaininq

independent of its objects.
If the collector's activity demonstrates the object rela-
t ion, perhaps the rule is found not in this dichotomy
but in some impasse consti tut ive of desire.
I . The form of the fragmented object is not necessarily

a pathological factor.
2. What does the "absurd hymn" to the genital have to

do with the real?
a. How can we forget that Freud forged the oedipal

drama to explain the barriers common to love?

b. The sublime in sublimation should not be con-
fused with the perfect orgasm.

c. Souls tender by nature are now burdened with
coping with the delirious "normality" of the geni-
tal relation.

d. The uninformed reader might think our art was

employed to treat sexual retardation.
i .  Yet we have made no contr ibution to the

physiology of sex, nor was there much to
learn.

The third theory is that of introjection established in a
dual relat ion.
1. This kind of relat ion is also cal led identi f icat ion with

the analyst's superego or terminal narcissistic trance.

E.

F.
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G.

i r .  ' l ' l r r '  l i r r r t i rsy ol '  phal l ic  devour ing tal l ies wi th a
r 'onct:pt ion ol ' treatment as a dual relat ion.

b. 'l 'his il lustrates the special place of the phallus in
signifying desire,

i. but in an experience that is blind and with-
out direct ion.

2. Given a misunderstanding of symbolic incorpora-
tion, nothing but the imaginary is recognized in
analysis,
a. for any sort of real consummation is excluded.
b. In limiting oneself to an imaginary relation be-

tween two objects, one leaves only the dimension
of distance to structure it.

i. This leads to insurmountable contradictions
about how much is too far or too close.
(u) resulting in an obsession about rapproche-

ment.
ii. Distance then regulates all technical para-

meters.
Misconceptions have eroded analytic practice.
1. We have heard of such wild analyses that an index

of transference resolution was found in the ability to
smell one's analyst.
a. The latter is a consequence of carrying over the

development of the analytic situation into the
real.

i. For smell is the only dimension in which one
can reduce the distance between two objects
to zero,

ii. although odors can be useful, as an example
suggests.

2. In the example, the fantasy of the phallic mother
took the form of a phobia and then was transposed
into a perversion.
a. In harassing the patient toward the real situa-

tion, the analyst was situated in the permanence
of a castrat ing intervention.
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b. This raises the quest ion of 'a bounr lury l r t ' lwccrr
analysis and reeducation when thc I)r()( ' ( 'ss rs
guided predominantly by an el ici t ine ol '  r t ' i r l  r ' l -
fects.

H. My intention is not to deprecate this work,
1. but to warn analysts that their technique wil l  t l t ' -

cl ine i f  they do not recognize the true location ol ' i ts
effects.
a. They do not flag in trying to define that plact',

and their experience is not always fruitless.
i .  Genetic research, direct observation, an<l

object relations are relevant.
ii. Specifically, the notion of the transitional ob-

ject has an explanatory role in the genesis ol
fet ishism.

2. As analysts fail to grasp their action in its authentic-
i ty, they end up making i t  an exercise of power.

IV. How to act utith one's being.
A. The question of the analyst's being arose early in tht:

history of analysis.
1.  I t  was introduced by Ferenczi  in 1909.

a. He saw transference as introjection of the analyst,
i. no longer as support for a repetition compul-

sion, maladaptive behavior, or fantasy,
ii. but as a taking in of all that the analyst

makes present in the here-and-now dyad,
iii. arriving at the extreme conclusion that the

completion of the analysis is reached only
when the doctor tells the patient of his own
feeling of abandonment.

B. Is this the price one must pay for seeing the subject's
want-to-be as the key to the analytic experience?
1. With the exception of the Hungarians, only the

British have described the patient's gaping abyss.
2. Ella Sharpe reveals the neurotic's true concerns.

a. Her reading list abounds in works that give a
central place to the veiled phallus as signifier.

( :
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z\q;r i r r ,  t l r t '  l l r i t is l r  l r i rvt '  r r rost  r iur l rously def incd the
t 'orrrpl t ' t ion ol 'zrnalysis by the subject 's ident i fy ing wi th
l l r< '  i r r r i r lyst .
l .  Whether this be with his ego or superego is unclear.

a. It helps to master Freud's structure of the subject
by dist inguishing the symbolic, the imaginary,
and the real.

2. Melanie Klein's dialectic of fantasy objects is in a
theory based on identification with these objects.

To help the troubled patient it seems the analyst should
be free of pathology.
l .  Thus one imagines that the psychoanalyst should be

a happy man, since i t  is happiness that one asks
from him.

a. We do not refuse to promise happiness in a t ime
when its extent has become complicated by pol i-
t ics.

i. But the progress of humanism hasn't solved
the puzzles of happiness either.

2. The analyst has to grasp his operating level in the
relat ionship to being.
a. What his training analysis offers to this end is not

to be calculated as just a function of the problem
his analyst has resolved.

i. There is a kind of unhappiness that goes
along with being that should not be elimi-
nated by schools and false shame.

b. An ethic remains to be formulated to integrate
the Freudian conquests over desire,

i. so that the question of the analyst's desire
would be highlighted.

Decadence marks analytic speculation.
1. Because they understand a pi le of things, analysts

imagine understanding as an end in itself and "a
hrppy end."

D.

E.
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a. But the physical sciences show that t l t t '  t{ t ' t ' ; t lcst
successes don't imply that "one knclws wltt't 't ' ottt'
is going."

b. It is frequently better not to understand in ortlt 't '
to think.

i. And one can travel a great distance in unclt'r'-
standing without the least thought resultinq.

ii. Thus the behaviorists renounced undt'r'-
standing but used what we understand with-
out understanding it.

2. The notion of oblativity gives a sample of our
thought in the area of morality.
a. But this is the uncomprehended fantasy of an

obsessional,
i. where all is offered for the other, my coun-

terpart,
ii. without recognizing there the anxiety the

Other inspires by not being my counterpart.
We do not pretend to teach psychoanalysts to think.
1. They learned this from psychologists,

a. and repeat that thought as an attempt at action.
b. Freud partakes of this too, although he is a bold

thinker
i. whose action completes itself in thought.

What does it mean to say the analyst is the person to
whom one speaks freely?
1. All that one can say regarding the association of'

ideas is psychologistic dressing.
a. In what he says in analysis the subject does not

show much liberty,
i. because his associations open on to a full

word that is painful for him.

2. There is nothing more fearful than saying what
might be true,
a. for if true it would become so absolutely.

i. And God knows what occurs when doubt is
no longer possible.

F.

G.

H.

l r l l i l ( l l ( ) \ ( ) l  l l l l  l l ( l  \ l \ l l \ l . t0. t

l r .  ls  pr t )qr ' ( 'ss (owirrc l  t ruth the procedure in analy-
s isr '

i. Although accused of intellectualization, I try
to preserve the unspeakable in analysis.

3. ' l 'hat the unspeakable is beyond the discourse that
our hearing accommodates is clear to me,
a. provided I take the path of listening and not of

sounding,
i. certainly not of tapping the resistance, ten-

sion, and discharge in which is re-formed a
stronger ego.

b. Listening does not force me to understand.
i .  What I  l isten to is always a discourse, even

when i t  is an interject ion.
c. What I listen to without doubt I find no fault

wi th.
i .  I f  I  understand none of i t ,  or i f  I  understand

something, I am sure to deceive myself.
ii. Because I keep silent I frustrate both speak-

ers.
+. If I frustrate the analysand, it is because he is asking

something of me- to respond.
a. But he knows this would just be words, and he

can get these from anyone.
b. He's not even sure he'd be thankful fbr good

words, st i l l  less bad ones.
c. To be sure, his asking appears on the field of an

implici t  demand:
i. that he be healed, that he be revealed to him-

self, that he become an analyst.
The patient's demand is a radical one.
1. Macalpine rightly seeks in the analytic rule alone

the motive force for transference.
2. Asking serves as an intermediary to open the past

all the way to early infancy,
a. for the subject could not have survived without

asking.
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3. By this path analyt ic regression occ:urs-

a. not that the subject makes himself '  a t : l r i l t l ,  l i rr

this is not the usual regression.

b. Regression is the return to the present o1'sigrt i l i -

ers used in prescribed demands.

I. This is how we understand the love declared in pri-

mary transference.
1. For the lover gives what he does not have,

a. and the analyst does not even bestow this noth-

irg.
2. The primary transference is often a shadow,

a. but this shadow dreams and reproduces its re-

quest,
i. even when there is nothing left to request.

3. Some say the analyst gives his presence,

a. but this is implied by his hearing
i. which "is simply the condition of speech."

b. His presence wil l  be noted later,

i. most acutely when the subject can only stay

silent in the face of the shadow of asking.

c. Thus the analyst is the one who carries the asking

i. not to frustrate the subject
ii. but so that the signifiers which retain his

frustration may reaPPear.

J Therefore it is proper to recall that the primary identifi-

cation is produced in the oldest asking,

1. elicited by the omnipotent role of the mother

a. in such a way that need satisfaction now hangs

on the signifying chain,
i. which fragments and filters it through the

signifying network.

2. In this way needs become subject to the same condi-

tions as language:
a. the synchronic register, as opposition between

irreducible elements;
b. the diachronic register of substitution and com-

bination.

l ) i l { l  ( : i l ( ) \  ( )1.  l  l l l .  1 ! i l , , . \ l \ i l ,N1 l l0 i r

V.

( ' .  I ly t l r t 'st '  rneans language structures interhuman
rclat ions entirely.

3. ' l 'hus we see Freud vacillate about the relations be-
tween the superego and reality.
a. The superego does not ground reality,

i. but it traces its paths.
K. We need look no further for the source of identification

with the analyst.
1. It is always an identification with signifiers.
2. Analysts interested in frustration only maintain a

stance of suggestion,
a. which "reduces" the subject to restate his request.
b. This surely is how emotional reeducation is to be

understood.
3. People conceive analysis in a way that reduces the

basis of symptoms to fear and of treatment to sug-
gestion.

Desire must be taken literalfu.
A. In the dream Freud recognized desire, not drives,

1. even in the dream presented to disprove that the
dream is an expression of a desire.
a. In that dream the desire for caviar signifies the

desire to have an unsatisfied desire,
b. and the desire for smoked salmon is substituted

for the desire for caviar.
B. The dream reveals a structure common to so-called

unconscious mechanisms,
f . in which desire is unconsciouslv marked bv lan-

guage.
a. We are dealing with the opposition between sig-

nifier and signified, where the powers of lan-
guage begin,

i. whose laws are those of substitution (meta-
phor) and combination (metonymy).

b. In this dream, substitution of salmon for caviar
is a metaphor of desire.
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c. The desire for caviar is a metonyrny, ( 'orrct 'rr l i t rr . l

the desire for an unsatisfied desirc.
C. Freud's work on dreams is not a psychology.

1. His interest l ies only in the elaboration, the l inguis-
tic structure of the dream,
a. which he discovers in a signifying flow that is not

organized by the subject,
i .  since as desirer he is

The dream is created for the
through interpretation.
1. The desire for recognition

elaboration.
a. But such recognition does not come during sleep,
b. and when the dream is equivalent to conscious

demand, I awake.
Those who dismiss the dream have found more direct
ways to lead the patient to "normal desires";
1 . the patient with thwarted needs responds negatively,
2. or else symptoms reappear- repetition compulsion,

we say.
One even reads that the ego produces the dream,
1. thus showing how important it is to go back to Freud.

a. The desire of his hysteric for caviar is the desire
for gratuitous, unsatisfied needs;

i. she has everything, but satisfaction of real
needs is not enough for her.

Freud provides a key with his passing remark about
hysterical identification,
1. by means of which the dreamer identifies with her

friend.
a. Her friend had requested to dine with the dream-

er and her husband.
2. But the dreamer also desires to thwart her friend's

desire as well as her husband's interest in her friend.
a. Thus her desire is to have (by identification) ut

unsatisfied desire.

D.
subject to it.
recognition of desirt'

stimulates the dream's

E.

F.

G.

l r l f { l (  l l r ) \  ( ) l  l f l l  l l { l  \ l \ l l  \ l ' i lt7

I  l .  ' l ' l r t '  wr)rniul  n()w i r l t .nt i l ies hersel f 'wi th the man as the
olr i t : r ' t  o l 'h is r lesire ,
l .  ancl the salmon stands for this desire of the Other.

a. But since the salmon is inadequate, the dreamer
must give up the search for her desire.

b. Psychoanalysts also give up on desire, reducing
it  to a demand.

c. But the salmon remains as a metaphor for the
phallus.

i. The phallus as signifier provides the ultimate
identification with the desire of the Other.

i i .  This is as far as Freud got, i .e.,  to the castra-
t ion complex and penis envy.

I. Desire appears in the interval that demand carves on
this side of itself,
f . insofar as the articulating subject makes the want-

to-be appear in his appeal to the Other,
a. who is asked to give what he himself iacks,

namely, what is called love-or he can respond
with hate or ignorance.

i. These feelings are evoked by any demand
insofar as it goes beyond need.

ii. But the subject is deprived of love insofar as
the need articulated in his demand is satisfied.

2. The satisfaction of need crushes the demand for
love,
a. forcing it to be expressed in dreams where being

speaks in the subject.

J The child is disturbed when the Other (mother) con-
fuses its needs with her ministrations.
l. Thus the child fed most with love is the one who

refuses food.
a. His rejection of her demand indicates that she

requires a desire outside him.
K. Thus we state a principle:

1. Desire is an effect of discourse that passes needs
through the defiles of the signifier,
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2. and the Other is the locus (as the other sce nc) ol ' t l t t '

deployment of speech:
a. therefore "man's desire is the desire of the Othcr."

3. Signifiers structure those representing the Other,
too, as having a gap.
a. The conscious speaker is other than the discourse

of the Other which structures the dream and
masks desire.

L. Desire appears both beyond and on this side of de-
mand.
1. As needs are articulated they are pruned from the

subject's life.
a. Demand highlights the subject's lack of being,

i. under the forms of love, hate, and ignorance.

2. Desire is less than the negation contained in dis-
course;
a. it is a furrow, a mark created by langu?ge,

i. originating in symbolic castration.
M. The function of the signifier of the phallus is the key to

completing analysis.
1. The case of an impotent obsessional il lustrates this.

a. Its key lies in his partner's dream,
i. which shows her having a phallus but want-

ing it too,
ii. thus allowing him to feel safe from castration

and to be the phallus for her.
N. We should orient the place of desire in directing the

treatment by reference to the effects of demand.
1. People today see just these effects as the power of

the treatment.
a. We do not give in to the patient's demand for

intercourse,
i. since the genital act has its place in the un-

conscious articulation of desire.
ii. Why then do we treat other demands differ-

entlv?

l ) l l i l  (  l l (  ) \  (  ) l  l l l l .  l l { t .  \  l \ i l . \  | : t01)

o.

'2 .  ' l ' l r t '  srr l l . j t ' t ' t 's  r lc tnzrnd or ig inates in the Other as the
locrrs of 'speech and is f i rst of al l  a message to him-
scl{'.

a. Spontaneous speech has a double meaning, con-
cealing the subject's desire

b. and showing how the subject is split by language.
3. Regression in analysis concerns only the signifiers

of demand.
a. By reducing these signifiers to drives or needs we

only appear to reduce desire.
b. Identification with the other (the patient with the

analyst) is also a form of regression.

4. In one's training analysis it must be seen that all
demands were merely transferences maintaining a
desire.
a. This is necessary for assuming the direction of an

analysis.
b. To maintain this framework of the transference.

frustration is required.

c. The subject's resistance to suggestion is his desire
keeping the analysis on the right track.

Symptoms, like dreams and parapraxes, are overdeter-
mined.

1. This is possible only in a linguistic framework.

2. IJnconscious fantasy "is defined as an image set to

work in the signifying structure."
a. Fantasy supports the subject on the plane of his

vanishing desire.
b. This allowed Freud to confirm Hegel's "the ra-

tional is real and the real is rational."
The neurotic's position on desire marks his response to
demand.
1. In his fantasy his demand becomes absolute.

a. The relation between unconscious fantasy and
action awaits il lumination bv analvsis.

P.
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2. For the analyst of today the transf 'erenc:c is <lt ' l i rr t ' t l
by the distance between the fantasy and tht' ir<l;rp-
tive response.
a. But the norm for adaptation is the analyst's tlt '-

mands.

Q. Thus the patient of the contemporary analyst ends trlr
with a purely imaginary identification.
1. The appeal for love is to be distinguished frottt

Freud's third mode of identification,
a. in which the object is indifferent.
b. But as object of incorporation the analyst can

hardly be indifferent.
2. The patient is further alienated by identifying with

the analyst's strong ego.
R. The cunning principle of power is "the power to d<r

good."
1. But here it is only a question of truth, not power.
2. The direction of the treatment relies on the means

ofspeech, the subject's freedom, and the incompat-
ability between desire and speech.

3. The analyst is tempted to respond to demand,
a. especially the demand to cure,
b. but instead must util ize silence and the allusive

power of interpretation.
S. Since desire must be taken literally, the analyst must

first of all be literate.
1. Freud's own literary style must be studied,

a. for it reveals his desire
i. 

,?r 
he fearlessly faced life's one meaning,

that in which desire is borne by death."
ii. He unveiled the signifier of desire: the phal-

lus, whose symbolic castration splits the
subject.

Norgs ro rHE Tsxr

The four-sidedness or fourfold division (icarteli, "quar-

tered") appears to continue the bridge game meta-
230e1590

'231ht591

) ' t  I  h/590

J'.t l ,q/591
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Plror '  ; r r r t l  srrgut 'sts thart  thc analyst 's act ion on the pa-
l i t 'nt rnust always be viewed in the context of the ego/
sulr.jcct distinction proper to each of them (we recall
Lacan's earlier statement about the "game for four
players" 11977, p. 139d-e/429)).
wi lhelm wundt (1832-1920) founded the f irst psy-
chological laboratory in Leipzig (1879) and made
scientific introspection into a methodology.
The subject imputes being to the analyst, thus mak-
ing him more than he is, and enabling his interpre-
tive words to return to the place of the other of the
transference, from where it affects subsequent re-
sponses of the ego/subject pair engaged in analysis.

The word "place" recurs now in a series of state-
ments beginning with whether the analyst places
himself (se place) on the right or rhe left of the patient
(1977, p. 230a/589). The analyst is forced ro count
on the intelligences thar must be in the place (la pkce)
dubbed on occasion the healthy part of the ego (p.
232a/591). section II begins with the question, "what
is the place Ua placel of interpretation?" (p. 232/5g2)
and goes on to speak of the less important prace (la
moindre place) held by interpretation in currenr psy-
choanalysis (p.232h/592). In his note 9 to the rexr (of
p. 23+b) Lacan speaks of the essenrial function of
place (de la place) in the structure of the signifier (p.
2B0e/594). He speaks of the necessity for another
kind of topolosy if we are not to be misled regarding
the place (la place) of desire (p. 2+0h/601). All app.u,
to do with his notion of the topological structure of
the subject, ego, and signification, which awaits fur-
ther elaboration.
The analyst, in response to the query regarding what
he is, has something to say, namely, that he is a man.
This having of an answer and of his manhood raises
the issue of having versus being (the phallus), i .e.,
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the issue of  castrat ion in which his bcinq is i r r  ( l r t ( 's '

t ion. Lacan later expl ici t ly discusses havinq \ ' ( ' r 'strs

being the phallus (p. 268b1632) and want-tg-lr t '  i rr

relation to castration (p . 268e1633).

The aggressivity of the "I and me" relationship rt'-

calls the permanent war of "yo, or me" of the duirl

re lat ion of  ego to ego (1977, p.  l3\dl429)-

The "q.E.D."  t ranslates "C.Q.N.R.P.D." (ce qui  nou:

rambne au problbme du dipart, or "that which brings us

back to our original problem").

The impersonal, pseudo-universal answer given bv

the impatient ("an animal of our species") to tht'

question, "Who is speaking?" is less honest ( i f  less an-

noying) than the answer: the ego (tautological in that

ego speaks to ego in this kind of analytic relation).

Devereux (the author in question, cited in Lacan's

footnote) uses gestalt concepts in speaking of the pa-

tient's experience as comParable to jigsaw puzzle frag-

ments that begin to suggest a pattern that gradually

seeks closure; interpretation provides this closure.

\Jnconscious repetitions are diachronic insofar as

they are uniquely structured in the history of the in-

dividual; the signifiers that compose their interpreta-

tion are drawn from the preexisting synchronic struc-

ture of language. I t  is in the presence of the Other, in

the recesses of the structure of language (made pres-

ent in the unconscious dimension opened by the ana-

lyst 's si lence), that there emerges the missing element

rendering possible a translat ion of the symptom.

Phlogiston was the hypothetical physicochemical

principle of combustion, regarded in the eighteenth

century as a material substance present in combusti-

ble objects. The theory was refuted by Lavoisier.

Jakob Boehme (1575-1624) was a German mystic

(influenced by Paracelsus), one of whose major works

rs De Signatura Rerum (Signature of All Things [1651]).

23r i l59l

232b159r

232e1592

232i1592

233c1593

233e/593

233f/se3

'239cl600
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, ' l&1596

2',.J6h1597

'237 e/598

'237flsgg

'239bl599

' l 'ht '  translat ion should read: "Interpretat ion be-
('olnes here an exigency of the weakness to which we
rnust offer help" ("L'interpr6tation devient ici une
exigence de la faiblesse ) laquelle il nous faut venir
en aide").
The belle dru projects internal conflict onto the world
and then proceeds to denounce it. Lacan earlier
wrote: "The moi, the ego, of modern man, as I have
indicated elsewhere, has taken on its form in the dia-
lectical impasse of the belle dmz who does not recog-
nize his very own raison d'Atue in the disorder that he
denounces in the world" (1977 , p. 7)dl2B1).
The translation should read, "it is the face of Tiresias
with which we question ourselves before the ambiguity
in which his verdict operates" (nc'est la figure de Ti-
r6sias dont nous nous interrogeons devant I'ambiguit6
otr opbre son verdict"). The reference to Tiresias, the
blind seer in Oedipus Rex, suggests the inevitable
revelation of the oedipal structure (and thus the sym-
bolic order) in which we are all participants. Tiresias
was blinded by Athena after he saw her bathing, but
he was then given the gift of prophecy.
Lacan earlier commented on how Freud's epitaph
elevated the case to the beauty of tragedy (1977, p.
Bgd/303).
Instead of the English "that Freud made the funda-
mental discoveries," the French text reads "that is sit-
uated the horizon where the fundamental discoveries
gave themselves up to Freud" ("qr. se situe I'horizon
oil ) Freud se sont livr6es les d6couvertes fondamen-
tales").
To translate ceruelles fratches by "cold brains" rather
than "fresh brains" is to lose some of the metonymy's
vigor: the patient wanted fresh-i.e., new-brains to
compensate for his anorexia mcntale.
Rather than "in the very relation that it makes of it."
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23sjt600

240a1600

240c-dl
601

241c|602

243a|604

243d1605

243e/605

244g/606
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which is obscure, we translate " in tht:  vt ' r 'y r ' ( ' l )()r ' l

that he makes of it" (dans le rapport mhne qu'il m .lait)
TheJakobson reference (1956) was discussccl carl i t ' r '
(see note l+Bb). Lacan puns on ceruelle fraiche iut<l

rafraichir.
The suggestive wording appears to be in the title ol'
Lacan's bibl iographic reference (1977 , p. 279, fn. '251
6+5), "Intellectual Inhibition and Eating Disorder."
The familiar anorexic patients appear to be the refer-
ents of "the thin virgins" with "[t]heir symbolically
motivated refusal."
The triad of frustration, aggression, and regression
appeared earlier in the "Discourse at Rome" (1977,
p.41tr . t2+9).
The Kris paper (discussed just now by Lacan, pp.

238tr .1599tr.) has a footnote near the end of the
presentation of the case of the plagiarist in which
Bibring's approach is described as singling out "u pu-
tient's present patterns of behavior and arriving, by
way of a large number of intermediate patterns, at
the original infanti le pattern" (1951, p. 24). On the
following page Kris titles a new section of his paper,
"Planning and Intuition." Criteria for success, be-
yond mention of the patient's publishing and finding
satisfaction in his home life and career, are not dis-
cussed. Those listed by Lacan are typical of his
American critique.
The relation between "object" and "reality" is as-
sumed.

Geneticism is based on an order of formal changes
emerging in the subject, while the object relations
position is based on formal changes in the object.
We may try to understand this phrase in the follow-
ing way: to put oneself in the limelight, to expose
one's private parts by bragging and spelling out this
"parade" of genital satisfaction.

t ) i l i l (  l t ( ) \  ( )1.  t l i l .  l lU \ t \ i l  NI It I ir

' l - t l , l ( i l \ ( t In t l r t '  l ) ; r lx ' r ' r ' i tcc l  by Lacan, Abraham (1908) wr i tes:
'l 'he excessive value Ithe collector] places on the
object he collects corresponds completely to the
lover's overestimation of his sexual object. A
passion for collecting is frequently a direct sur-
rogate for a sexual desire; and in that case a del-
icate symbolism is often concealed behind the
choice of objects collected. A bachelor's keen-
ness {br collecting often diminishes after he has
married; and it is well known that interest in
collecting varies in different periods of life [p.
67l.

Such variation is incompatible with the fixity of the
pregenital-genital antinomy.
The translation might better read "delirious normali-
ty" (normalisme dilirant) rather than "delusional nor-
mali ty."
Again, the translation should read "the wrong route
effectively practiced" (la fausse-route ffictiuement prati-
quie).
We read the Fren ch du sign'ffiant phallus as two nouns
of apposition, "of the signifier-phallus" rather than
"of the signifying phallus." Speech is crushed in the
dual relation because, as an essentially imaginary re-
lation, it excludes the Other (the symbolic order and
the signifying network).
Lacan appears to be saying that in the dual-relation
model of analysis the objects are related to one an-
other only in the imaginary order, as image to im-

"ge , 
and this kind of relating is essentially a spatial

one. He describes this somewhat in a later seminar:

Vision is ordered according to a mode that may
generally be called the function of images. This
function is defined by a point-by-point corre-
spondence of two unities in space. Whatever
optical intermediaries may be used to establish

)'I5g/607

')-,16e/608

'2+6ft608

')+6h/608
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their relat ion, whether their image is virt t t i t l ,  ot

real, the point-by-point corresponden(rc is t's-

sential. That which is of the mode of the intitgt'
in the field of vision is therefore reducible to tlrt'

simple schema that enables us to establish anit-
morphosis, that is to say, to the relation of'att
image, in so far as it is linked to a surface, with
a certain point that we shall call the'geometrztl'
point. Anything that is determined by this
method, in which the straight line plays its rolt'
of being the path of light, can be called an im-
age p96+, p. 86l.

Rather than "double-Dutch," an easier translation

for chinors is "involuted."
Alfred Jarry (1873-1907) was a French author ol '

farces, surrealistic verses, and scatological stories.

The exhibitionism underlying the patient's anxiety

at being teased for his height is incorrectly seen as
inverted in the voyeurism, and this has implica-

tions for (not "to") the diagnosis (impliquie . . . au d*g

nostic).
Alas, we who have not been Lacan's pupils can only

guess at his meaning here: the phobic object appears
in order to take the place of, or make up for (tuf
plier), the lack in the Other insofar as this lack means

the Other cannot fil l the lack in oneself. By avoiding
the phobic object this lack is never faced; but the

phobic object's general presence (to be avoided) con-
tinually signifies the substitution (metaphorically) of
the phobic object for the lack. The fetish is an object

(metonymically) perceived in the place of castration
instead of the absent phallus.
Andr6 Breton (1896-1966) was the founder of the

surrealist movement and the first in France to publi-
cize the work of Freud. Lacan was one of his numer-
ous well-known friends, and he apparently had a sig-

24\gl611
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r r i l i t  r r r r t  i r r l l r r t ' r rct '  on l ,e lczrn 's thought and sty le.  See
A t t  n: t  lJzr lzrk ian (  197 1 ) .

In his "Introduction au discours sur le peu de
r6alit6" (1924), Breton imagines donning a suit of ar-
mor in order to discover a l i t t le of the consciousness
of a fburteenth-century man. He then writes:

O eternal theatre, you require, not only in or-
der to play the role of another, but even to sug-
gest this role, that we disguise ourselves with its
likeness, that the mirror before which we pose
return us to a foreign image of ourselves. The
imagination has every power, except that of
identifying ourselves despite our appearance to
a character other than ourselves [pp. B-9; our
translat ion].

In the section "Colloquy of Armours" the question is
put: "Can a being be present to a being?" (p. 10).
Later Breton reflects:

The duly established prior existence of this bou-
quet which I am going to inhale or this cata-
logue which I am perusing ought to be sufficient
for me: alas, i t  is not. I t  is necessary that I  reas-
sure myself about its reality, ?S we say, that I
make contact with i t  [p. 1 1 ; our translat ion].

Reflecting later on language, he writes:

Words are subject to grouping themselves ac-
cording to particular affinities, which generally
have the effect of re-creating at each instant the
world according to its ancient model. Everything
happens in that case as if a concrete reality ex-
isted outside the individual, as if this reality were
unchangeable. . . . The mediocrity of our uni-
verse, doesn't it depend essentially on our power
of enunciation? [pp. 21-22; our translation].
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In the Georgics (I ,  146) Vergi l  wrote Labor ornniu t, i r t

cit improbas ("Indomitable labor conquers all") . Irnltnt

bus has the sense of restless persistance. Versil also
used improbus to refer to "bold Aeneas."
The true place is the symbolic order.
It is not "the relation to the being" but "the relation to

being" (la relation d fttre) that is at stake. Also, the dis-

course, rather than informing, "rules there" (qui t
rbgne).
In his art icle Ferenczi (1909) writes:

The practical significance and the exceptional
position of the kind of introjections that have as

their object the person of the physician, and

which are discovered in analysis, make it desir-

able that the term "transferences" given to them

by Freud be retained. The designation "intro-
jection" would be applicable for all other cases

of the same psychical mechanism [p. 53, fn.

141.

Ferenczi does, however, support a linguistic reading

of the unconscious:

The fact that a transference on the ground of

such petty analogies strikes us as ridiculous re-

minds me that Freud in a category of wit showed

the "presentation by means of a detail" to be the

agent that sets free the pleasure, i..., reinforces

it from the unconscious; in all dreams also we

find similar al lusions to things, persons, and

events by the help of minimal details. The poet-

ical figure "pars pro toto" is thus quite current in

the language of the unconscious [pp . 42-+3] '

This of course describes the process of displacement
or metonymy (more specifically, synecdoche).
Louis de Saint-Just (1767-l7g+) was a pol i tcal lead-2s2dl614 '25+d/617
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t ' r-  ol '  tht:  Frcnch Revolut ion and ideologue of the
pcrli:ct state based on Spartan rigor. He was exe-
cuted by guillotine.
In the Schreber paper Lacan contrasts plrysis as ob-
ject of science "in its ever purer mathematrzatrort"
with antipfutsis, "the living apparatus that one hopes is
capable of measuring the said physis" (1977 , p. 179/
531).
In the paper on aggressivity Lacan noted the use be-
haviorists make "of categories introduced into psy-
chology by psychoanalysir"  (1977, p.91102).
The word "doughty" i. used to transl ate rude; "fierce"
or "rugged" would do as well.
Full speech is pinible ("laborious") for the subject; see
the earlier discussion of empty versus full speech
(1977, pp.4s-+6125+).
The "unsayable aspect" of analysis admits of several
interpretations. One is the radical disparity between
the articulation of demands made to another and the
underlying desire that can never be adequately ex-
pressed in words: that is, the gap that splits the sub-
ject because he speaks, making the simple satisfaction
of needs no longer possible because the satisfraction
becomes mediated by the Other in demands.
The distinctions (made more precisely in the French)
are between listening (notre icoute) of which ausculta-
tion is a form (as the act of perceiving sounds which
arise within organs of the body), and hearing (en-
tendement). which ordinarily implies understanding
(although it does not necessarily follow hearing).
The word "opisthotonos" refers to a spasm in which
the trunk is arched with the head and posterior bent
back. Lacan appears to be criticizing the approach of
Wilhelm Reich, especially as presented in his Charac-
ter Analyses (1933).
Only the subject is transitive perhaps in the sense
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that the subject intends certain goals an(l  ( l t ' rrr i trrr ls

certain objects. The French words demander an<l lu rlr
mande have been translated into English as "de rnanrl,"
and we have followed this translation for the sakt' ol
consistency. It should be noted, however, that tht'
words usually carry the less imperative meaning "rr.-
quest" or "ask for."
The word "prescription" can be read in several ways,
as referring to the regulation or rituahzation of dt:-
mands (or of needs articulated in requests), o. as re-
ferring to requests which have been already inscribcd
in the unconscious (in the sense of prescripted).
The primary transference rrray refer to the early
stage of infatuation in the transference mentionecl
earlier (1977 , p. 241c1602). Michael Balint (to whom
Lacan refers frequently in the Ecrils) describes pri-
mary transference in terms of "pregenital" or "prima-
ry object-love" leading to both love and hate (1951,
p. 1s4).
For "damp squib" the French text has "wet firecrack-
er" (pitard mouilli).
Lacan here begins to structure the dream analysis in
terms of "the laws" of substitution (metaphor) and of
combination (metonymy), which he will soon get to
(on the following page). Here he distinguishes two
registers: one in which "a desire [is] signified by a de-
sire," as, for example, "the desire to have an unsatis-
fied desire is signified by Ithe] desire for caviar" - this
is the register of metonymy or displacement; in the
other register, "one desire [is] substituted for anoth-
er," as, for example, the desire for smoked salmon
substitutes for the desire for caviar-this is metaphor.
The "mark of language" anticipates the later phrase,
"the mark of the iron of the signifier on the shoulder
of the speaking subject" (1977, p. 265/629).

The focus here appears to be on the resistance

25Bb/621
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ol '"t l rc bar" separating signif ier and signif ied (1977 ,
pp. 149, l52l+97, 500), which Lacan takes up in the
very next paragraph. The "bar" as language's "mark'
specifies the Freudian unconscious by instituting the
primary repression that follows upon symbolic cas-
tration, that is, the impossibility of being the phallus
if one is to enter the symbolic order and be subject to
the law of the Father. The phallus as signifier of de-
sire becomes a kind of ultimate signified that slides
under all discourse expressive of desire. The follow-
ing essay, "The Significance of the Phallus" (Chapter
B), develops the links between the phallus as signifi-
er, the mark of the signifier, and the bar.
This difficult sentence may have an obvious sense:
metaphor, as the substitution of one signifier for an-
other (which then becomes the signified of the first),
indicates the movement of the subject (not "from the
subject" ld"l) to a new meaning of desire, a new di-
rection (sens) taken by the signifier.
The desire for caviar becomes the metonymy of the
desire for an unsatisfied desire by association with
the dreamer's words to her husband, begging him
not to give her a caviar sandwich every morning, al-
legedly so that she could continue teasing him about
it. The "want-to-be" in which the metonymy is situ-
ated is the absence created by her words, but more
radically (Lacan goes on to say) the absent phallus.
Desire itself (and, specifically, in this case the desire
of the hysteric to have an unsatisfied desire) is the
metonymy of the "want-to-be" by association with
the absent phallus and with the symbolic castration
of wanting-to-be the phallus, the signifier of the de-
sire of the Other. Desire as such proceeds out of this
radical finitude or lack and seeks to cover it by gen-
erating an endless metonymic chain of substitute sig-
nifiers, an endless displacement of the original desire
to be the phallus.
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The Tiaumdeutung is "mantic" insof'ar as it l irrt'slrirrl-
owed Saussure's discoveries in linguistics.
The word diriuation contains the word riue ("bank" or'
"shore") and connotes diversion, shunting, or branc:h-
ing of water from its proper course. The "channel ol'
desire" thus shunted is later described as "the furr<lw
inscribed in the course" (1977 , p. 265/629). To bt'-
come aware of his own movement in the signifying
chain, the subject must be able to get some orientinq
feedback by switching out of it.
Lacan spoke earlier of how the desire for recognition
dominates the desire that is to be recognized (1977,
p. I4r/43r).
Here the English text can seriously mislead the read-
er. The French text reads: "the elaboration of the
dream is nourished by desire; why does our voice fail
to finish, for recognition." Instead, the English has
"out of recognition," for de reconnaissance. Recognition
"reabsorbs" the other (and the other word, desire)
insofar as it always has to do with the desire of the
other; desire seeks to be recognized as the desire (de-
sired object) of the other.
We read this paragraph as saying that if my dream
(as a desire for recognition) comes to rejoin (uient h re-
joindre) or is on the same level of discourse as my
(consciously articulated) demand to be recognized
by the other as the object of his request, then there is
no necessity for the dream to articulate further.
Instead of "A negative therapeutic reaction, I would
s?1,," the French has "we will say" (dirons-nous), in ob-
vious sarcasm.
The English is misleading about the painter; the text
should read, "a painter who makes a fuss about him
. . . over his interesting face" ("rr peintre qui lui fait
du plat.  .  .  sur sa bobine int6ressante"). Freud
(1900a, p. 1+7) makes i t  clear that the painter was
chatting with the husband, not the wife.
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. ' . ( t l r l6 '25 ' l ' l r t '  l l r rq l ish is urossly rnis lcading: to be certain that

tht: nccrls are gratuitous they must notbe satisfied (na

pas les satisfaire).
J6l.ql6'2it  Jean Gabriel de Tarde (1841-1904) was a French so-

ciologist whose social theory distinguished between

innovative and imitative persons.

Instead of "in each particular case," "in this par-

ticular case" is preferred as the translation of dans le

particulier.
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The husband's desire - thwarted in the dream - ts

his interest in his wife's friend.

"The appeal of the patient" can more simply be stated

as "The call (L'appel) of the patient" on the telephone.

The point seems to be that the dreamer wonders if

her husband is no longer satisfied with her (for she

may have become just a slice of backside for him)

and instead is turning to her fr iend, with whom, as

object of his desire, she now identifies. In analyzing

the dreamer's unsatisfied desire, Freud wrote: "The

process might be expressed verbal ly thus: my patient

put herself in her friend's place in the dream because

her fr iend was taking my patient 's place with her

husband and because she (-y patient) wanted to

take her friend's place in her husband's high opinion"

(1900a, pp.150-151).
Once again desire is associated with a cavity (chan-

nel, furrow)-this t ime an " interval" which demand

digs on this side of itself (en degd d'elle-mAma). This "in-

terval" or gap appears insofar as the subject mani-

fests his want-to-be, his deficiency with his appeal to

the Other (who shares the deficiency). The para-

graphs here are as dense as any in the Ecrits, but the

point, simply put, seems to be that any art iculat ion

of a need is addressed to another for a response and

above all expresses a desire to be recognized by the

other (who, in turn, also desires recognit ion). The
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satisfaction of the need serves to highliqht wlrirt lrv
contrast reinains as surplus in the demand, narrrt ' ly,
the desire for recognition. The frustrated expressiorr
of desire reemerges in dreams.

Translation error has "confuses his needs" in-
stead of "confuses its ministrations" (confond ses soins).
The mother's ignorance in confusing overfeeding
with recognition is unforgiven (nbst pas pardonnie),
not "unforgivable." The English continues to be
more difficult than the French, which does not pre-
sent the child as "demanding" from the mother, but
rather asks n'exige-t'il pas que la mbre. . . . ("doesn't he
require that the mother. . . ."). Lastly, "the way lack-
ing to him toward desire" (la uoie qui lui manque uers le
disir) is less ambiguous than "the way towards the de-
sire that he lacks."
This most Lacanian of laconic phrases ("man's desire
is the desire of the Other") has a number of related
signif icat ions: (1) man's desire h la Kojbve (1939), is
for another desire as its most humanizing object;
(2) man's desire is to be the object of the othey's de-
sire, i.e., to be the phallus as the signifier of the oth-
er's desire; (3) the Other as unconscious is the true
locus of man's desire; (4) the Other as symbolic order
mediates man's desire, transposing what is sought on
the level of (physiological) need to the specifically hu-
man level of discourse.
The gap (biance) appears to be the same as "the split
. . . which the subject undergoes by virtue of being a
subject only insofar as he speaks" (1977 , p.269i/63+).
The dream presents itself as afait accompli, a finished
story; the verb denoting action in the dream is in the
indicative, not optative, mood.
Desire can be said to ex-sist in the dream insofar as it
is displaced into the metonymic chain of signifiers,
and this manner of ex-sistence or standing outside of

) l t ' . t t l  - t ' l
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i ts t ' l l  is  i rs l i r r rn ol 'c l is tor t ion (Entstel lung).
' l ' l r t '  ( t 'xt aqerin becomes dense as Lacan grapples
with thc rclat ionship between need, demand, and
dcsirc and the role of language. He seems to say that
dcsire has two ways of emerging in demand: (1) as
surplus ("in the beyond of demand") insofar as the
articulation and determination of biological needs
highl ight by contrast what desire is after ( i ." . ,  recog-
nit ion); (2) as the unexpressed element in the uncon-
ditional demand for the other's presence and absence
which l-alls "on this side of" the demand (dans sln en-
decd\, rather than "within the demand.n The three
Buddhist figures of love, hate, and ignorance (men-
tioned earlier in the "Discourse at Rome" 1977 , p.
9+/3091) typi{y responses to demands and call atten-
tion to the basis of dcsire in fundamental lack. The
demand fbr love is motivated by this lack insofar as
desire as negativity (undetermined being which be-
comes determined by negating other beings) seeks
the recognition of another desire. Hate seeks to ne-
gate the other in the struggle to the death for recog-
nition. And the unsaid (and unsayable) goes unrec-
ognized (or ignored) in the demand either because
speech is always inadequate to desire or because the
other's response fails to recognize what is expressed.

Desire as the action of the signifier stops when
"the living being" (the body) becomes a sign, appar-
ently in the tomb, thus stopping the action of the sig-
nifier in speech. The moment of cut (coupure) appears
related to death, on which desire " is borne" (1977, p.
277 /6+2). This is prefigured by the symbolic castra-
tion of the phallus which, when repressed, becomes
the signifier of signifiers making possible the en-
trance into the symbolic order.

Osiris was killed and cut to pieces by his broth-
er; his sister-wife Isis succeeded in piecing together
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his body, f inding al l  the fragments except his pt 'rr is.

Osir is then became god of the dead and ol 'erqri t ' t r l -
ture.
Lacan here offers the signifier of the phallus as soltr-
tion to Freud's final difficulties (see 1977, p. 263a/
627).
We can read the Other in terms of the parents - first
as father, then as mother. It is with the desire of tht'
mother to destroy the father that the patient identi-
fied, hence "his powerlessness to desire without de-
stroying the Other."
This obscure paragraph appears to be describing tht:
obsessional's ability to so distinguish the symbolic
order verbally that he practically gets rid of it and is
left with the narcissistic juggling of ego and fantasy
objects of attachment.
In three-card monte three cards are placed face
down on a table and the dealer deftly shifts their po-
sitions, showing one face (..g., the Queen of Spades)
to bettors and returning it face down to continue
switching the cards' positions. The object is to guess
which of the three is the previously exposed card.
The point seems to be that the analysis touches or
affects her (not "effects her") in her unconscious posi-
tion as the patient's mother, as supported by Lacan's
later use of commbre ("godmother" or familiar term of
endearment for "partner") (p. 267 b/63I).
The fable seems to be the notion that repressed
homosexuality exists in everyone.
The impossibility seems to be that the patient desires
his mother to haue a phallus (and thereby not be cas-
trated and not be castrating toward him), but he also
desires to be the phallus for his mother. From this im-
possibility flows the metonymic chain of his symp-
toms: sexual impotence, blaming the menopause,
urging his mistress to take a different sexual partner,
his notion of repressed homosexuality, and his virile
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r ' ( 's lxrrrst ' to lr t :r  clrcam. Al l  of these are displacements
ol ' thc orieinal desire concerning the phallus and his
own f'ear of castration.
Desire (and therefore one's being as lack) is consti-
tuted by the difficulty of being in continual displace-
ment.
Earlier Lacan discussed how psychoanalysts reduce
desires to demands and then convert them to be in
conformity with their own demands (p. 2629/626)-
in other words, for them the power of the treatment
lies in the power of suggestion.
The Latin prescription reads, "normal coitus, with
repeated dose."
The text should read. "to his wife or to his master."
The French tu es ("yo, are" in familiar or intimate
form) equivocates tuer ("to kill").
The murderous desire shows through the above ar-
ticulation addressed to wife or master but also, as
unsaid, thereby transcends it. It is "on this side ol' '
another articulation as follow-up to the first, a coun-
terdependent retort which posits a static relationship
fixing the speaker in his given role with his true un-
conscious desire remaining repressed. Only a speech
that would lift the mark of repression (structured by
the homophony of the subject's own words) would
enable the subject to be absolved of his repressed de-
sire. The text should read "would give him back to
his desire" (qui le rendrait h son disir). The word "prohi-
bition" does not appear in the French text, which in-
stead has marque, suggestive of the bar separating sig-
nifier from signified and the condition of possibility
for repression. This repression or mark of the signifi-
er splits the subject as speaker from himself (as signi-
fied), from his unconscious desire (which can never
be adequately articulated), and from others (who are
also split by being subjected to the law of the signifi-

*
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er). We recal l  Lacan's question in "-I 'ht '  Aut 'r l t 'y ol

the Letter in the Unconscious": "Is the placc thirt  I

occupy as the subject of a signifier concentri(l or ('x-

centric, in relation to the place I occupy as subject ol'

the signified?" That is, it is a matter "of knowing

whether I am the same as that of which I speak"

(1977, p.  r65e-f l5r6-5r7).
Lacan wrote earlier: "For regression shows nothing

other than a return to the present of signifiers used in

demands for which there is prescript ion" (1977, p.

255a1 618).
The phrase "desire is a source of subjection" trans-

lates le disir est assujettissant, repeating the earlier

phrase, "Desire merely subjects what analysis makes

subjective" ("Le d6sir ne fait qu'assujettir ce que I'an-

alyse subjective") (p. 260a/623). Desire can compel

the subject only through signifiers (and man is a sub-

ject only by being subject to the laws of language).

The "all-powerful signifier of demand" seems to be

"the genital act" mentioned earl ier (1977 , p. 269c1

633).
Freud (1921) wrote that"identification has appeared

instead of object-choice, and. . . object-choice has regressed to

identification. .. . the ego,assumes the characteristics of

the obje. t"  (pp.  106-10i) .

The French text reads "that is to say, [opens] the way

in which are designated the identifications which in

stopping this regression punctuate it" ("soit la voie oil

pourront €tre d6nonc6es les identifications qui en

stoppant cette r6gression, la scandent").

Scybalum is a hardened fecal mass. The belief about

it being noxious may refer to a medieval conception.

Overdetermination is possible because the relation

between signifier and signified is arbitrary, not rigid-

ly fixed in a one-to-one correspondence.

The point may be that a kind of static results from
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t l rc r l iscrr '1) i rn( 'y ol ' : r  c lctcrminate demand lbr  a spe-
ci l ic olr. jct ' t  with thc indeterminate relat ionship to the
othcr (which sustains an uncondit ional demand for
love).
Fantasy is discussed in more detai l  in Chapter 9.
The real is rational insofar as it can be symbolized,
and the rational, symbolic order is real as the materi-
ality of language.
The "paradox of desire" rnay have to do with the sub-
ject's inability to recognrze himself in his discourse
because he is implicated in it not as subject but as
signifier (the spoken about "I" recedes from the "I"

that enters the spoken discourse-recal l  the theme of
excentr ic circles 11977, p. 1651516]) Precisely be-
cause desire is art iculated in discourse, i t  remains
fundamentally inarticulable. This will be the major
theme of the final essay.
The position of the neurotic marks with its (not "his")

presence the subject's response to demand, to, that
is, the signif icat ion of his need.
The fantasy, exist ing at a level dist inct from that of
the conscious art iculat ion of demand, seeks to abso-
lut ize the demand and cal ls attention in the subject
to the gap of his desire.
This is an appeal for a kind of psychohistory which

understands the relation between the unconscious
fantasy and action. The last sentence is confusing:
"all that," referring to the preceding phrases, "gives
him [not " i t" ]  a quasi-experimental access"-that is,
"all that, together with whatever experience the ana-
lyst cal ls act ing-out, gives him a quasi-experimental
access" ("tout cela auquel I 'expdrience de ce que
l 'analyste appelle l 'act ing out, lur donne un accbs quasi
exp6rimental").
The analyst interposes himself (s'interpose) into the
patient 's fantasy (by tel l ing the patient his behavior
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relates to him in the transference?).
The Other in this instance is the analyst.
To introduce himself into the fantasy is a necessary
consequence of taking the path that betrays him.
Circe was an island magician who changed Odys-
seus'sailors into pigs. The sense seems to be that thr'
analyst, by imposing himself on the patient's fantasy,
becomes a victim of the imaginary order, diverts tht:
authentic manifestation of desire, and causes tht:
treatment to become sidetracked and fragmented.
Freud (1921) wrote: "There is a third particularly
frequent and important case of symptom formation,
in which the identification leaves entirely out of ac-
count any object-relation to the person who is being
copied. . . . The mechanism is that of identification
based upon the possibility or desire of putting oneself
in the same situation" (p. 107).
We take "indifferent" here as ironic:.The analyst can
hardly be an indifferent object in a treatment resolu-
tion based on incorporation.
The ego is the metonymy of desire perhaps as its dis-
placed point of reference (displaced from the subject)
and as its substitute narcissistic object.
The French text reads: "That speech has all the pow-
ers, the special powers of the treatment" ("Que la
parole y a tous les pouvoirs, les pouvoirs sp6ciaux de
la cure"). Instead of "shepherded," the French has
canalisi, ("it is toward this that the subject is directed
and even canalized"), thus complementing previous
images of desire as channel, furrow, etc.
The only surprise is the unusual clarity of these
propositions.
Hercules killed the centaur Nessus for trying to rape
his second wife, Deianira. Before dying Nessus told
her that his blood would serve to restore Ffercules'
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hir ' ,  burnins him to the point  that  i t  led to his bui ld-
ing his own funeral pyre.
The horizon of being which has become "disinhab-
ited" by modern analysts would seem to be the un-
conscious. The raised finger apparently refers to Leo-
nardo's painting of St. John the Baptist in the Louvre
-a naked, sensuous, smil ing St. John, with aff ini t ies
pointing to other paintings of St. John cast in the ac-
coutrements of Bacchus. The point may be that the
analyst must be silent to the patient's demands in or-
der to hear the expressions of unconscious desire.
The artificial river in Mauriac is apparently a refer-
ence to his novel Le Fleuue de feu (1923).
The sense of il se mire, translated by "he saw himself
reflected," is better expressed as "the ways in which
he looked at himself in feeling, domination, and
knowledge." To say desire "belongs to being,, may be
misleading, and a better translation of cbst de l'\tre
might be " i t  is a matter of being," i .e.,  a matter of
being the phallus.


